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ABSTRACT 

A Theoretical Study of the Dynamics of a Variable 

Mass System (Applied to A^robee Rocket) 

In the literature recently, there has been so;sa 

discussion of the equations of notion for a variable mass 

system. Although most of the authors agree on a sot of 

reduced equations for a rocket powered vehicle, they don't 

seeui to agree on the mat hod of attack. Mich of the confu

sion arises from not establishing precise definitions. 

This paper approaches the problem of motion of a variable 

mass system from the concept of a continuum using C. Truesdell 

and R. Toupin's v;ork on "The Classical Field Theories" pub

lished in the J-Iandbuch der I'hysil: as the basic: reference. 

Precise definitions are established in the begin

ning and used through the derivation of the equations. 

Familiar terms such as momentum, force, etc,, are identified 

for a specific system, to eliminet3 confusion. \"xth these 

definitions as the preliminaries and classical field theory 

as the math?.matical foundation, the equation sought may be 

derived without relying on physical intuition. The classi

cal laws of mechanics are postulated in a Newtonian, sense 

arid are consistent with continuum concepts. 

xiii 



Tli2 system under study, Identified as the variable 

mass system, is a geometric manifold which is moving through 

Euclidean t hre e -• d i :ae n s i on a 'J. apace. The system is selected 

independent of the material which it may contain. The vari

able mans character of the system is due to a flux of mass 

across the surface of the geometric manifold and the non-

rigid character of the mass contained within the manifold. 

The equations of motion for- the variable ma as system are 

derived in general. using the concept of the mass center, 

the governing equation for the motion of the instantaneous 

mass center of the gec,metric manifold is developed. 

In describing the geometric manifold a new co

ordinate system had to be. introduced which is called the 

"geometric coordinates". The location of geometric points 

in the manifold at initial time are specified by the; geo

metric coordinates. As a result of the geometric co

ordinates a new time derivative is defined. This time 

derivative is evaluated as the observer is moving along with 

a gcomotric point (i.e., along a geometric, path, as opposed 

to a material derivative evaluated along a material path). 

The derived equations are not identical to any published 

set of equation?; governing the motion of a variable mass 

system but resemble tbeai in form. 



XV 

The derived equations; are applied to n. rocket 

vehicle and arranged in a foru< consistent with the liter

ature. Thsjse reduced- equations £'.re the s a trie as the "pub

lished'1 equations for a rocket povared vehicle. It is 

inter eating to note that the "geoui^tric" derivative in the 

reduced equations is identical to the "material" derivative. 

In most physical problems, these derivatives are the sains. 



A THEORETICAL STu'OY OF THE DYNAMICS CP A 

VARIABI/S KASS SYSTF.ll (AI:PLI~:D TC A2R0BEE RCCKET) 

CHAPTER I 

J. ;'3T L\ CD UC TION 

A survey of develcpmetitrs in variF'ble roaps dyrunnion 

Virtually all the the..retie.T'l boce for ncn-

relativist in mechanics 'vac developed during the sixteenth, 

seventeenth ani eighteenth centuries. The investigations 

on dynamics during this period cf tire der.lt mainly with 

particle sad rigid body dynamos. F,ven though the founda

tion of non-rigid and variable :r.?«G dynamics wns etnbedied 

in tl-.s' works of the early inva stigat o\-s, the pi-ecise 

forrr-uifltien of non~rxgid bcdy dyn.?:r.icc regained hidden 

until late in the nineteenth century. It was net until 

the advent of present doy rockets and missile?; that the 

dynamics of a variable m«.ss body made its appearance. • 

The forerunner of modern day rocket powered vehicles 

was the artillery shall. The first attempt at a study of 

the general met ion of an artillery shell was made by 

Fowler and Lock^*^ two yoars after their pre sent at i on t>f 

the first definitive work on the .subject of linear 

I 
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motion^ ̂. During V.7 or Id War II much w ork was pe informed but 

due to strict security regulations little was published. In 

19*17, Rossor, Newton, and Gross^\ published a bock on the 

theory of rocket flight, which vas foilowed by McShane, 

Kelly, and Reno's bock^\ After minor difficulty in ob

taining security de class if ication of so'K' government 

reports Davis, Foil in, and Blither's book^^ on the same 

topic appeared in 1950. 

During the 1950's there were numerous papers and 

reports published on the motion of the rocket powered vehi

cle of which'a few are mentioned below. The description of 

tho motion of a slightly asyaimatrics 1 missile appeared in a 

paper by Nieoleide's^^ and is considered by many to be the 

"Classic" paper in missile dynamics. The linearised equa

tions of motion were published in a NAGA technical note by 

(7 ) 
Chapters in 1955 and were applied specifically to syrit-

r q \ 
metrical rocket." by Nelson • Recent papers by Buglia 

et al.^\ DeGrafft , and Marl:.?^ have obtained an

alytic solution:;; for certain problem-: in which simplifying 

assumptions arc made. Although some of the above papers 

may give some insight to problems involved in spinning 

bodies, nc adequate general theory has been presented. 

The complexity of the problem, the undetermined nature of 

the environment and inherent inaccuracies in the manu

facture of the vehicle prevents a closed solution to the 

pi-obi em. 



One of the first American books on the subject of 

(3) 
rocket flight, by Rosser, Newton and Gross ' (19^7) 

devotes an appendix to the derivation of the equations of 

motion for a variable mass body. In their derivation they 

employed the classical principle .of conservation of linear 

momentum. Their mathematical model was a rocket which was 

expelling gases out of the vehicle. The momentum at time t 

is computed only for the mass of the i-ocket, while the mo

mentum at time t + At includes the rocket avid the gases 

expelled during At, forming a constant mass system in 

At. A limit process ( At —>- 0) is then used to 

derive the differential equation of motion. This procedure 

seemed adequate at the time and was preferred to the appli

cation of Newton's second law to a group of particles. 

In the late forties and early fifties other authors 

published books and papers which contained the equations 

of motion for a variable mass body. The procedures, used 

by Gantmacher and Levin^^^, Rankin^^), and McShane et 

al.^^ were about the same as those used by Rosser, Newton 

( 3") 
and Gross . Rankin applied the concept of conservation 

of momentum as mentioned above to both linear and angular 

momentum in his treatise on rocket flight. 

In 1957, Leitmann^derived the equation of motion 

for a variable mass system v?ith the assumption that the 

system consisted of a group of particles. He employed 



if 

Newton's second lav.* in the form 

~ Ji (1 .3 .1)  

where the right-hand side is the rate of change of mo

mentum and the loft-hand side the foi~ee acting on the 

system. In an article in the Journal of Engineering Edu

cation in 1960, Meriaia^"^ criticized the use of equation 

(1.3.1) for a variable mass system, Ileriam then derived 

the equation of motion using the alternate form of Newton's 

second lav, namely 

= * »*• & ' (1.3.2) 

where **.,• is the acceleration of the element of mass . 

Meriarn^^) in 1962 restated his argument and derived the 

equations for both linear and angular motion of a rocket. 

It is interesting to note that the equations derived in 

(12 ) 
Rankins,v paper which used equation (1.3.1) l-educes to 

the results given by Kariam^^. 

Thorpe'^^ in 1962 developed the equation of motion 

for a variable mass system starting with equation (1.3.2) 

and introduced some field theory concepts in his derivation 
/«] ft \ 

of the equation. Also in 196.2, Bottaccini showed that 

through the use of the Stieltjes integral the classical ex

pression of the conservation of momentum may be applied to 

a variable mans system. In a later note^'^\ Bottaccini 

s h o w e d  t h e  e q u i v a l e n c e  b e t w e e n  h i s  p a p e r a n d  
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Thorpe's^"'). In 196U, Snyder^®) extended Bottaccini's 

paper to cover angular momentum. In a paper using the 

(22 )  
general transport theorem of field theory, Bowsn ' pro

posed as axioms the integral and local statements of balance 

for c ont inuum mechanic a. 

In recent years there have been textbooks published 

on dynamics which derive the equations of motion for a 

variable mass system. Introduction to Space Dynamics by 

W. T. Thomson^**) employs equation (1.3.1) to derive the 

( 9 5 } 
equations of motion. Halfman y considers a group of 

parotides in his development of the equations. 

There have been numerous papers published on the 

effect of the variable mass character* on the motion of 

missiles. The texts on the theory of rocket flight men

tioned above deals with jet damping but the first extensive 

work appeared in a paper by Barton^^) in 1950. Recent}.;*-

a paper by Thomson and Reiter^^^ has shed new light on 

jet damping. A paper by Jarmolow^?) discusses the effect 

of the terms containing the derivatives of moment of in

ertia. Recent papers by Glover^® ̂ and Armstrong^^ 

discuss the effect of mass and aerodynamic asj'mmetries. 



Purpes e 

It i« the purpose cvF this paper to formulate the 

equations of :nr;tion for a variable mass system and apply 

thev: to the Aeroboe 150 sour.d ing racket. In the foregoing 

Survoy of D * val•:?-xnants in Variublo ross Dynamics it v/as 

pointed cut th.f..t a discrepancy appears in the literature 

on the use of c/.r,xori ter;1^ whan discussing dynonics. All 

quantities uv-?:- in this popsr will be clearly defined and 

cny comparison to other works raunt bo dove with the utmost 

caro . 

Tho system under invoatig^.t icn, natv;oly, the variable 

moss system, will be identified by a ^'o: metrical manifold 

instead of a mat?rial description. This typo of identifica

tion permits the author to derive tho govor'ninj?; equations 

on a solid mathevnatical foundation urrin;; classical field 

concept as sppliod to continuum, 'nochanios. In the post, 

physical intuition has guided- the development of the: equa

tions of motion for a rocket powersd vehicle (one particular 

typo of variable r.;ass system) but develop:t:ont of tb.is nature 

leaves 'doubt in the user's mind when applying to ether sys~ 

to:'1.". It is the pu/rposo of this; paper to rer.:ove physics! 

intuition frovo tho develop~:evit of tho equation?; of motion 

for e variable s tiara syste:.>. and to use a degree of 

6 
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mathematical rigor such that one can apply the equations to 

new systems vi!:h gcr.se confidence. 

The derived, equations of motion for the variable 

mass system described in this paper vill be compared to 

equations presently in use. The ccaputad trajectories, 

using the equations derived herein will be compared to 

telamstry records of the Aerobe? 150 scundih^ rocket cur-

re ntly being; used for high-altitude research. 



CHAPTER II 

D!ilV£L0?i'3HT OF TliS EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

FOR A VARIABLE li\SS SYSTEM 

Pre liratnn rie r. 

As noted in the historical sketch, there has boon 

so'.\i3 confusion regarding the* derivation of the equations of 

'•notion for a variable ir.-sn s y 1e r:i. (Inferences 12 - 2 2  )  

Those equations are of fundamental inportance to this paper, 

hence, to provide clarity, the equations will be developed 

in d51pi 1. The Nevtonian r/eohanic?: point of view is fol

lowed (rather than the: Lagrangian approach) so thnt the 

physios of the problem can be clearly perceived throughout 

the derivation. The develop poor its will be presented in the 

tensor terminology and nctr.tion of Truesdell and Toupirr" 

Some of the results of reference 31 will be repeated here. 

The problem, under censiderat ictt will be studied in 

Euclidcan thr-i e -diiaens i on a 1 space and only real coordinates 

will be employed. An inertinl reference frame, called, the 

"couuTon" frame, is established to vhich all points way be 
• 

referred. 

8 
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In the description two separate and independent 

manifolds will be considered. A set of points consisting 

of identified material particles will constitute one of the 

manifolds and will be refei-red to as the "material manifold". 

At any instant of time, t, this manifold occupies points in 

space and the location of these points in apace is called 

its "configuration" at time t. The second manifold is an 

arbitrary geometric volume which exists independently of 

the existence of material and will be called the "geometric 

manifold". At any instant of time the geometric manifold 

occupies points in space and the location of these points 

in space are called its "configuration" at time t. In 

general the configuration of the material manifold at time 

t^ will not coincide with its configuration at time 

tg (t^ ̂  t ) arid the material manifold will be said to be 

in motioil relative to the common frame. Likewise, the geo

metric manifold will'be in motion relative to the common 

frame and its motion will be independent of that of the 

material manifold. 

Let a point in space at any time t be identified 

with respect to the common frame by the numbers; where 

k = 1,2,3 where these numbers arc the components of the 

gcrwn-al curvilinear coordinates. At ecme initial, time tQ 

the material particles (i.e., points in the material 
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manifold) mny be specified by the numbers that is, at 

the initial ti:\:e tA> :<r, ~ Xv . The X., are the. material 
0 k K K 

coordi'natos for a given material particle at tirca t ~ tc 

and scvvQ to label a given particle dif.Parently than all 

others. Likewise , the coordinates of ea.ietric points in 

the g-2 own trie v:>anif:old at the initial t ime t^ are speci

fied by the values Xj>, that is, >:^. ~ X.^ at the initial 

tine (See Fi-:. 1) 

A problan? formulated through thro u?f! of X and t 

as independent variable": is said to be stated in the rr.ate-

rial doaerioti ."n„ Tvher. arid t. r.re used an the irdepeud-t .•» *• 

ent variables tVa' proble.r. is said to be set. in the spatial 

description, The mtfcri q1 description is flo;r.eti:ros referred 

to as the "'{-'..gryr-^ien" desoript:' :-n '.-'hi ?.e the spatial is 

called ,!Sulcrisn': deroription^ ', The 1 utter tta^.'vim.d.cgy 

vil.l iv>t be msec) in this psoer. The T>roblec.'< c ;^uld also be 

formulated *-:ith X and t aa the indeaar;h',rit variables 
-

which may be called the "£e >: me trio" description. The geo

metric description does n-:t have amy aaiaa r atatua in 

cJ saaioal dyna:uc-„ 

A tia'.e hi at ory of the Iccati ens occupied by a point 

identified by •/-' ia c.rl'led the m^tiof the point ft 
•••yy 'V' 

This uu-ti .•.••ii noy be written in praai -a trie form, 
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( 2 , U 1 )  

where $ serves as an identification of a point at some 
• • • *• 

initial time. If jP - X , equation (2.1.1.) represents the 

motion of a material point and equation (2.1.1) carries the 

material particle X at time t^ into a spatial point x, 

at time t. A similar development may be carried out for 

a point of the geometric manifold. Nov, the motion of a 

material point may be written as 

£ - <i ( (2.1.2a) 

and its unique inverse 

%(&/) (2.1.2b) 

Likewise, we can write the motion of a point in the geo

metric manifold as 

(2.1.3a) 

and it3 unique inverse 

(2.1.3b) 

It is assumed that the transformations (2.1.2) and (2.1.3) 

are single-valued and as many time.*; contiiiuoualy differ

ent £»bl.® as required. The integral of equation (2.1.2a) 

will be referred to aa the material path, while the inte

gral of equation (2.1.3a) will be called the geometric or 

non-ma terial pa th. 
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Solving for X by equating equations (2.1.2a) and 

(2.1.3a) results in 

X = X(X,t) (2.1.4a) 
/V Aj 

nnd. its inverse 

X ~ X(X,t) (2.1.4b) 
r \ /  '  

The physical intcrpretation of equation (2.1.4a) is that, 

when quantities are stated in the material description, tha 

configuration of the geometric smni.f old at tims t^ may ba 

moving relative to the material c:t>or. i;;;urn 1:on established 

at the initial tir\e. If t}i.e cu'jntitio:? described. by equa

tions (2.1.4a) vary with time, the geometric manifold is 

said to bo. ''propagating through the ratorinl nanifold." 

It is usually convenient to use the material des

cription to state physical. laws raid to develop a theory in 

continuous media. However, once the thec-ry is developed, 

it may be desirable to .solve a particular problem with the 

results expressed in terras cf the sr--.»t*inl description. 

. Thx-ee independent coordinate systerrs have been es

tablished and any one. of the three along with time may be 

used r-w the independent variables when we express field 

quantities. If the material coordinates are used, the 

vector field A nay be expressed in functional, form as ry *> * 

A-A(X,t) (2.1.5a) 
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whereos, If the geometric coordinator; are used, the 

functional form is 

£ ~ £ di^) (2.1.5b) 

If the equation (2.1.2b) is introduced into equation 

(2.1.5s) itn functional form in terms of spatial co

ordinates would be 

X= (2.1.6a) 

(2.1.5c) 

The tiros rate of change of the vector field _4 apparent 

to an observer located at a fixed material point with co

ordinates X i« represented by 

di J u 

in which the partial derivative if-: executed with >C held 

constant. Equation (2.1.on) represents the material deri

vative and a sun -rr posed dot will be used to indicate this 

derivative. If equation (2.1.?.b) is introduced, the mute-

rial derivative takes the foriv; 

A AU.A* + i/ J V7~ 1 v <- o ~-
"l H / (2.1.6b) 

^4 -f 5^ % 
Tf W 

in which o1 in executed with >r held constant 

\ f J £ «| 
and 1 is executed with tiia? and all xJ exccpt 

x1' held constant. The symbol ?; is called the tnate\sial 

velocity. Equation (2,1.6b) represents the time rate of 
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change of the vector field apparent to an observer moving 

with the material particle located at jc at the instant of 

time" under consideration. 

Consider the time rate of change of the vcctor field 

A apparent to an observer located at a point vrith fixed 

geometric coordinates X. This derivative is represented 

by 

3>£ &(%}*)* yjr _ (2«1.7a) 

where d /dt indicates the geometric derivative and the 

partial derivative is executed with X held constant. If 
V *y. 

equation (2.1.3b) is introduced the geometric derivative 

becomes 

4$ -̂ -+ 4r «SIS c)i- J ii 

-ih + lk ( 2 - l - 7 b )  

U h1' 

in which executed with x. held constant^ 
• • 

is executed with time and all >r^ except x1 

« 
Held constant and u1 is a component of the geometric velo

city. Equation (2.1.7b) represents the change of the vector 

field A apparent to an observer moving with a geometric 

point (i.e., along a geometric path). 
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The material velocity is the time rate of change of 

position for a given material particle: 

=• (&) (2.1.8) 

where ,X is held constant in the execution of • 

The material velocity may also be calculated by taking the 

material derivative of the displacement vector ur . (See 

Appendix A) The geometric velocity, that is the velocity 

of a geometric point, is defined as • 

n* (2.1.9) 

where X is held constant. 

In the development of the equations of motion for a 

variable mass system, the differentiation of a volume inte

gral will be carried out frequently. Consider the scalar 

quantity (p which is defined over the configuration of the 

material manifold, that is, the spatial volume CT . It is 

assumed that (p is expressed as a function of the material 

coordinates and time. The material derivative of the volume 

integral may be written as 

i f .  J  | ( $ f a )  

P s s  P  / / )  n  /Ar-\ <2.1.10) 

G"1 

where CT1 is the material volume. The interchange of the 

integr-al and derivative is possible because the limits on 
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the integral arc defined in the material description ruoh 

thnt tha limits arc net a function cf? time. It has been 

shown in reference 31 that 

J- (Sa-) -- i-f Jr <2-1-u) 
M v ) 

where is the covnriant derivative. Substituting 

equation (2.1.11) into equation.(2.1.10) yields 

* I /! f-ir (2.i.i2) #f I u(i>)+ t*>*j 
at. Jq-i Jq- <f £ J 

Introducing trio ;ic;u-:ti ' i (2.1.2b) into equation (2.1.12) 

and e;:]>?'ndin;5 the ri^ht h.-'md nide in spatial coordinates 

re«ults in 

r. 

A <P(x,iUr= f Mf(M * (<?&! ? Jra.i.i?) 
" ' J (J' (. ̂  J J fT' ' ^ (J" ̂  

vhere Q* is the c<vi£i^urnt ion <::f the notarial voluire. tf 

the scalar queritity is n repillar function in <T" , the Gr-u.«s 

theorem may be used to ehnn-io the In at terra r,f the volume 

integral ir> oquntxen (2.1.1'i) to a surface integral. Conse~ 

qui-titly equation (2.1.13) ta;jy be written r.s 

fi 
„ t, i / 

4f Mx AJr ~ I A ftr V f /Rt„ ,N ft (?..'! ,T> 

w t) 
'*'• J cr- J0"d 

vhe".*•:> S is- the e-.-nfijuration of the raoterial ,-iurfrce en-* 

clc«ir>3 ^ and 7? the unit nor^'nl t- the surface. 

It vas assumed -that (p vras ra^uler, but equ;..ti.:n (2.1.1'!-) 

will hold for certain kinds of in In ted dire cut iuuit ie«. 
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That is, discontinuities which are confined to lines or 

surfaces and are only discontinuous ncrmal to the line or 

surface. Other typos of isolated discontinuities are ex

amined in Appendix B. Equation (2.1,1*0 is sorr&times 

(31) 
referred to as the "transport theorem" in the literature 

One may consider the scalax* quantity (p to be 

defined over the configuration of the geoinetx-ic manifold 

and to be a function of the geometric coordinates and time. 

The geometric derivative of the volume integral may be 

written as 

fL[r {P(L̂ r = (4)*r -f \rfP i (*r) Ĉ .uis) 

where f' is the geometi-ic volume. If we use similar 

arguments as Truesdoll and Toupin^^ used in proving equa

tion (2.1.11), we may snow that (see Appendix C) 

A (J>r) =. (2.i.i6) 

FL • * 
where 1{' . is the covariant derivative of the geometric 

velocity. Substituting equation (2.1.16) into equation 

(2.1.15) and expanding in terms of tht> spatial coordinates 

by the introduction of the motion, equation (2.1.3b), re

sults in 

& " 
yr 
&,L 

4>(&)j.r =/rf$(%*) + ( (2.1.17) 

where T is the configuration of the geometric volute*. 
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It is assumed that (j) is discontinuous;, at most, on linos 

and surfaces with only Finite jump discontinuities in the 

direction norms! to the line or surface. Using Gauss* 

theorem, equation (2.1.17) may be written as 

where A. is the configuration of the geometric surface 

and 7?^ the unit nornvil to the cm-face. Equation (201.18) 

is often referred to as Leibnia's theorem for differentia

tion of a volume integral 

In the development of the equations of motion for a 

variable mass system, the .system under examination is a 

geometric volume which is moving through space and is iden

tified by the geometric manifold. Except in unusual cases 

where there are sources and sink .'.I of mass within the geo

metric manifold the system's variable mans character is due 

to flux across the boundary of the geometric volume. The 

development given herein dees not include the cases where 

sources and sinks are present in the geometric manifold al

though they could easily be included by treating each point 

of discontinuity as an isolated volume. The theory will be 

developed, in the material description and then expanded into 

the spatial description to yield the equations in the form 

desired. 
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Conservation of mass 

Let us consider a material volume on which the mass 

density function ^ is defined. The mass contained 

within the material volume is constant and may be written as 

y/7r ~ J , (>(&>+) £<? ~ ̂ 4^- (2.2.1) 

v.'here Cr' is the material volume. The material derivative 

of equation (2.2.1) may be *?ritten in accordance with equa

tion (2.1.12) as 

d-J fjc = f J 4,f(*,4 i/o ? Jr S O (2 .2 .2 )  
c<L JC 1 -T I £U ' "'J 

Since the material volume selected is arbitrary, the bracket 

under the integral of equation (2.2.2) may be set equal to 

zero, that is, 

= °  ( 2 - 2 - 3 >  

which is the continuity/ equation used in fluid mechanics. 

The transport theorem, equation (2.1.1'+), may also be used 

to evaluates the material derivative of aquation (2.2.1). 

Thic results in 

. f i) c?r -t (2.2. '0 
J q- ^ z y ' 

where tT is the configuration of the material volume and 

S is the c on figuration of the surface bounding the material 

volutes. 
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The mass contained in a geometric volume may be ex

pressed as 

=  J ,  ( •  ( 2 . 2 . 5 )  

where i« the macs density function of the geometric 

volume. Utilisation of Lei^iz's theorem for the differ

entiation of a volume integral, equation (2.2.5) results in 

A- ?y) (yA -• f ̂  (%,f i) -t f P K 7lj:. (2.2.6) 
Jl *~'} • dt J*-

where ~f is the configuration of the geometric volume and 

/i- is the configuration of the bounding surface of the 

geometric volume. 

If the configuration of the material volume is co

incident with the configuration of the geometric volume at 

the instant of time under- consideration, that is (T -- Y 

then the value of volume integivals in equations (2.2.'4) and 

(2.2.6) are equal. Elimination of the volume integral of 

equation (2.2.6) by substitution of equation (2.2.*0 reuults 

in n 

(2 .2 .7 )  

Equation (2.2.7) is the expression for the lav; of conserva

tion of mass for a variable mass system where the system is 

the geometric manifold. It may be noted that [n* ~ */^') ^ 

is the speed of propagation of the geonvj;trie surface 

relative to the material surface, so that, equation (2.2.7) 
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represents the rate at which the gcotv>etric surface sweeps 

over the material. 

Concept of the center of masa 

The center of mane of the material contained in a 

geometric volume at some instant of time io the point whose 

position vector is defined by 

D , JL /* £/> J r 
& ' 7y» J r  ' (2.3.1) 

The vector £ represents the position vector of an element 

of mass din ~ pkf and m is the instantaneous mass con

tained within the geometric volume. If one takes the geo

metric time derivative of equation (2.3.1) and expands the 

integral in spatial coordinates by using Leibniz's theorem, 

equation (2.1.18), one obtains 

w,tM8^2p = <fr + f «.3.2) 

where V ~ d R/clt in the velocity of the mass center. 

If one considers the configuration of a material 

surface over which is def ined a quantity p r % then 

from Gauds' theorem one rosy write 

Jf fv- J<r (2.3.3) 

where denotes the configuration of the. material volume 
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enclosed by the* Material surfacc. We riots that if one 

selects the configuration of the material volume to be co

incident with the configuration of the geometric volume, at 

a given tirri-t that is, (T = ̂  , equation (2.3.2) and (2.3.3) 

may be combined. After some manipulation this results in 

*. K + 6 f- a J*J r [£ +/. *£] ̂ [|f +^] \£r • 

r . , >\ (2.3JO 
+L 

The first bracket under the volume integral is aero as a 

result of the continuity equation (2.2.3) and the sscond 

bracket is the material derivative cf the position vector r. 

Equation (2.3.*!) ::izy be solved for V, which results in 

lrf̂ r + - S If] (2.3.5) 

Substitution of equation (2.2.7), that is, the conservation 

of mass in a geometric manifold, equation (2.3.5) may be 

written as 

L 
V ~ yy\ Jrf.r $r i- Jf(i-&)(-»*- *\jk] (2.3.6) 

where denotes the configuration of the geometric volume 

and a. the configuration of its bounding surface. Equa

tion (2.3.6) giver: the expression fcr the velocity of the 

center of unsis for a variable mass system v-fr;jre the system 

is the geometric Manifold. 
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Equations of motion for a material system 

The laws of classical mechanics have been postulated 

by Eulei*^^ as 

"the total force .acting on a material system is 
equal to the material derivative of the linear 
momentum for the system" 

and 
"the total moment acting on a material system is 
equal to the material derivative of the angular 
momentum for the system'' 

The above laws serve an the fundamental axioms for continu

um mechanics. The classical laws may be written mathe

matically as 

&r ~ /§ (2Jul) 

and 

Mr ~ tt (2.2) 

vrhere fzr and are called the total force and total 

moment. and // represent the linear and angular 

momentum of the material system , respectively. The 

total fores is defined by 

£ Z t (2.1(.3) 
and the total moment by 

AL = f + (2.4.4) 
o Jcr 

where r denotes the position vector of the element of mass 

associated with the differential force, dF. The differential 

force, dF , which appears in equation." (2.4.3) and (2.4.4) 
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represents the sum of the forces acting on each individual, 

element of mass dm - J!$~ . The differential moment, d'M, 

represents the sum of all couple:? acting on each individual 

e 1 e ma n t of ma r, a. 

The right hand, sides of equations (2.4.1) and (2.4.2) 

arc the material derivative of the linear and angular mo

mentum contained in the Material volume T , respective!}'. 

The linear momentum, , may be written as an integral 

over the material volume, namely, 

£ = [ fii,k (2.̂ .5) 
V» ̂  • 

The angular momentum may be expressed as a volume integral 

& ~ (2.4.6) 

where the integration is ever the material volume. 

An alternate form of the equation of motion may be 

derived from equation (2.4.1) by the substitution of equa

tion (2.4.5) into (2.^.1) and carrying out the material 

derivative. Thir? results in 

+1 ^ (2.K.7) 
M 

but upon expansion of the derivative in the last integral, 

the integral will vanish. Finally, one may write 

& '  = X-

where 0 rep^.'esent« the acceleration of the rnasr; element, 

J?(T . Equations (2.4.1.) and (2. . 8 ) are equivalent 
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expressions of rioot yn' r see tind lav fcr a mator ia 1. aystem. 

It should be noted that «lthc/u^h equations (2.4.1) and 

(2.4.8) are equivalent for a• material system, they may not 

be equivalent or even applicable to.a geometric system. 

By f>ub:;tituticn of equation (2.i|. 5) into equation 

(2C4.1) and the utilization of the.transport theorem, equa

tion (2.1.1-0, equation (2.4.1) bocovnes 

p — [' — (p v\ 9 >r •+ f p f, & & 
~r Jcr cH ' T *.• (2.4.9) 

where C denotes the configur-vtien cf the material volume 

nnd S denotes the bouwlin.- surface. Equation (2.4.9) is 

tha force equation for a p.3ta:.*i''l fsy&te"'. e::pre.*?f»2d in spatial 

coordinates. By the substitution of equation (2.4.6) into 

equ-rlr*. • ,« (2.4.2) ff»d u/vo of th.-- tr.:-\ import theorem, equation 

(2.1.14), equation (2.4.2) bee oner; 

$q- ~ ^ (2.4.10) 

where CT denotes the covt*ii",ur."tion of the material volume 

and. 3 denotes the bcun:-£n.? rmy.Tirco. ^qu^tivt: (2.4.10) is 

the moment equ-'tion f or a --.v.! to rial syaten e--pre o a-id in the 

spatial coo3.~dir.ates. i-yiuotions (2.4,9) and (2,4.10) repre

sent th? equation': cf r-.u-.tion for t\ \iate?. £ol ay; tern. which if 

continuous,or a.t most piece wise discrntinu-.-ua cn lines and 

surfaces with finite jump di r.c ;*>nl: inuit iea uot.m?,]. to the 

lines or surfacea. 
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Equationof_ motion for a variable mass system 

The system under study, identified as the vai*iable 

mass system, will be a geometric manifold which is moving 

through space. The geometric manifold will overlap, in part, 

the material manifold (see Fig. 2). It is assumed that the 

only discoiitinuities will be ir.ol.ated discontinuities which 

are c oil fined to lines or surfaces and that these dis

continuities exhibit only finite jumps normal to the lines 

or surfaces. This assumption implies that there are no 

sources or sinks of mass contained within the system. The 

variable mass character of the system in due to a flux of 

mass across the boumdary of the geometric manifold and the 

non-rigid character of the macs contained within the mani

fold. 

The problem is the determination of total force F 

and the total moment M, acting oil the variable mass system, 

that is, the configuration of the geometric manifold. The 

total force F is defined as rv 

£~fr> (2.5.1) 

and the total moment is defined as 

#'/r 
J£) ' ('-5-2) 

where r denote.? the geometric volume of the variable 

mass system. The force and morrent defined by equations 
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(2.5.1) and (2.5.2) v/ill in general differ from those de

fined by equations (2.^.3) and (2.**.^), although if the 

configuration of the material volume is coincident with the 

configuration of tha geometric volume at a given time the 

force and moment will be identical on each of the volumes. 

At a late7" tiros they will differ but this presents no dif

ficulty. 

If ones considers the configuration of a geometric 

volume over which a material velocity fiold and a mass 

density field are defined, than one rmy write 

itL < 2 - 5 - 3 )  

where the right hand jside results from Leibniz's theorem, 

equation (2.1.18). If the field quantity £, X f>$, is 

defined over the configuration of a geometric volume one 

may write 

$j. J fie y/>t)^f - J 0^'i" {t ^ ̂  **** (2. s.iv) 

where the right hand nide is expressed in the Gprstial co

ordinates. 

If the configuration of the Tentorial volutne is 

selected cuch that it be coincident, with the configuration 

of the geo^istric volume which represents the variable niase. 

system at the instant under consideration, then the volume 
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integrals on the right hand side of equations (2. **.9) and 

(2.5.3) are equal. That is, G~ = T and J1 ~/2. . Elimi

nation of the vol-urna integral on the right hand side of 

equation (2.4.9) by substitution of equation (2.5.3) into 

equation (2.'+.9) yields 

£ = fiJr +1 (2.5.5) 

where (T = t at the instant of time under consideration. 

At a -later instant the configura'cionwill not coincide but 

this presents no difficulty since equation (2.5.5) gives the 

force equation of motion (in vector form) for the variable 

mass system at any prescribed instant as described at the 

beginning of this section. 

An alternate form of equation (2.5.5) will result if 

the concept of mass center is introduced. The volume inte

gral of equation (2.5.5) may be replaced by using equation 

(2.3.6). This substitution results in 

£ s A fax) -f J f>£ JU. (2.5.6) 

where R_ represents the position vector of the center of 

mass as defitied by equation (2.3.1). 
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The volume integral of equation (2.5.5) represents 

the linear momentum of the mass contained within the con

figuration of the geometric volume at a given instant while 

the surface integral represents the change of linear tno-

men turn which is the result of mass flux through the boundary 

of the configuration. The variable mass character of the 

system is represented in part by each of the integrals. In 

equation (2.5.6) the variable mass character of the system 

is represented by the two surface integrals. 

The moment equation for a variable mass sy.stem irtay 

be developed in a manner similar to the development of the 

force equation. If the configuration of the material volume 

is selected such that it coincides with the configuration of 

the geometric volume at the instant of time under considera

tion theii the volume integral on the right hand aide of 

equation (2.^.10) may be eliminated by substitution of equa

tion (2.5JO. This results in 

# * &£(**/&
Jr + 

Ss^tx) <2-s-7> 
where (T ~ "T" at the instant of time under consideration. 

Equation (2.5.7) gives the mcmoi\t equation of motion fox- a 

variable mans system, that is, tha geometric manifold. The 

volume integral of equation (2.5.7) represents the angular 

momentum contained in tha configuration of the geometric 
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volume at the instant under con aide rat.-ion and the surface 

integral represents the angular momentum of the mafia flux 

moving through the boundary of the system. 

Consider a particular geometric point in the 

geometric manifold, that is, a fixed point in the gecmstrie 

description. The moment of the variable mass system about 

the geometric point is 

where r^ is the position vector of the: point in the 

common frame. Substitution of equations (2.5.5) and (2.5.7) 

into equation (2.5.8) yields 

After some algebraic manipulation equation (2.5.9) will be

come 

& =  (2 .5 .1 .0 )  

where the first volume integral repz'esentn a fortn of angular 

momentum. It should be noted that, the geometric ve1 ocity of 

(2.5.8) 

(2.5.9) 

the position vector ^ , is not a function of the geo 

metric coordinates. An alternate procedure for the 
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development of equation (2.5.10) is given in Appendix D. 

The angular momentum of the material contaitxed in 

the configuration of a geometric volume when taken relative 

to the spatial point c*' is given by 

& = Jrt C*' &) x ft' #) C2-5-U) 

The geometric derivative of the position vector r^ is the 

geometric velocity of the point oC . The geometric deri

vative of J/L yields 

£ £ =f i x e i \ » r  <2.5.i2) 

By the introduction of equation (2.5.12) into equation 

(2.5.10) one may write 

C 2 ' 5 " U )  

If one utilises the concept of the mass center, equation 

(2.3.6), and of conservation of niaas, equation (2.2.7) 

equation (2.5.13) beccmefi, after ac:na algebraic manipulation, 

' + its 

<a w . (2. 5.1'+) 
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whei'e JR represents the position vector of the center of 

mass. Equation (2.5.1*0 gives the moment equation for mo

tion about a spatial point OC in terms of relative .angular 

momentum. The surface integral in equation (2.5.3.4) arises 

from the existence of mass flux through the boundary of the 

system nnd the lost term in the "D'Alembert terra" common 

in rigid body dynamics. 

AJLternqte jr.orm of th?v inornent equation 

In this section the equations of motion will be 

written in a form similar to Euler's equation of motion for 

a rotating rigid bedy and it will be demonstrated that equa

tions (2.5.6) <md (2.5.I'O reduce to vail-known equations 

for rigid bodies. Consider a rigid body, that is, one v.'hich 

exhibits no relative deformation between its parts. Equa

tions (2.5.6) and (2*5.1*0 reduce to 

F _ JO® (<y^V\ (2.6.1a) 

and 

If the point c< its located within t).v:> body, then the geo

metric derivative is identical to the material derivative 

since all geometric points could b„: associated with material 

points. 
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One mey introduce the position vectors r/ and 

r'=£-X* (2.6.2a) 

and 

R' ~ R. - X v (2.6.2b) 

vhich '1 e f ire 5) the Dor'txclo location.'? -and cent or of iiiass 

relative to the point oi . If vc> vrito equati.cn (2.6.1b) 

in terras -;f r' ar.d v;e obtain 
<* ' 

 ̂= & fCx'vi' )<*r + **•«.& «•«•» 
T 

vhere the inte^rrl represents the r.n;yalnr r.v.eiGntu"-. of the 

ri^'id b;:]v relative t<- the print ?/. 

The relative vel..>citv v he v/ritton as »' „-sJ 

&fc' 
3$ ~ 2 (i=, + -n x£'? - £«. "-C'-'O 

~ / ̂  ~ J 

vhere _/*t- denotes the on^'.ilT-r velocity jf the body. Thus, '"V* 

the relative on cu1..::?.- r.rent;ie un* be o\'v>r*2SS*d ess 

tiL - Lfx'x Ca-xx')^r 
J i ' (2.. 6. 5) 

vhere the ir.t ••r-;rati:,n in ever th.2 c : n!;i':v\r;iti. n c>: the 

volume. 'Hi'-t :.?, the I 'oet'. e vcc'.'.pied by the b y et the 

instant u,v1er con-?\d.rrvti •.n. 

II; introduce c r:: c:t sn-'ulsr.' oe'etesion coerdiaato 

systen at c< which i e f•. ed relative to the body, ve tr.ay 
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write the position vcctor r' as 

£ ~ (2.6.6a) 

and the angulai* velocity as 
i 

JX. r <j L 
' (2.6.6b) 

where gx denote the orthonormal' base vectors of the co-

ordinate system and and M.' are the .scalar compo

nents of x' respectively. Substitution of 

equation (2.6.6) into equation (2.6.5) results in 

a<= ~̂ j ?*ri 

J fell ?IrC (2-6-7) 

j (-AS& - ̂  ©1 j r *ri 

H-
' T* 

+ 
rY 

where the integration is over the instantaneous volume: of 

the body. The angular velocity in not a function of the 

spatial coordinates and may be removed frotn under the inte

grals of equation (2.6.7). The remaining integrals tuny be 

defined as 
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/Jl = Jl., -- ~ 

/ ,  - - 4 ( 2 -6 -s )  

<#/ Jrf[(!Ql+(l)]Jr 

^ = J  r i W + ® ] *  
7 ' 

/ • 
/ 

which represent the components of a symmetric: tensor. This 

symmetric tens or is 1:hs roas?; moment of inertia of the rigid 

body under consideration. Ths relative angular- nvorosiiitum 

may be written in indicisl notation as 

j 

(2.6.9) 
//'. T /I"!' 
~ « LJ J £ 

Equation (2.6.1b) may be written afj 

//, - ^S- (t^.j7;c£) + ~1i(&-&K) X £$. (2.6.10) 
i-x. (?>. \ * | <J il" Al> 

whwe equation (2.6.9) has been introduced. If ths; point 

is placed at the center of mass, that is, R —£$c then 

equation (2.6.10) result*3 in 

M tf, A f') 
Ji ^ sd 

(2.6.11) 

Equation.'-; (2.6.10) and (2.6.11) may be found in nicit ele

mentary dynamic textbooks, for example sae Ref. (25) and 

are referred to as Suler's equations for a rigid body in 

rotation. 
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Through the examination of the relative angular 

momentum term of equation (2.5.14) further reduction and 

simplification may be obtained. The first bracket under 

the integral sign of equation (2.5.11) represents a rela

tive position vector as derived by equation (2.6.2a). The 

second bracket is the relative velocity of the "material 

point" associated with the element of mass, dm = , 

to the geometric point oC at the instant under consider

ation. 

There are two possible simplifications of the angu

lar momentum expression for non-rigid systems 

a) One could consider the rigid and non-rigid 
portions of the system. 

b) One could write the material velocity.as a 
sum of the rigid body motion, and a term 
relative to the rigid body motion. 

The first method would permit the evaluation and study of 

the angular momentum of each part without losing the physi

cal meaning of each. The second approach tends to hide the 

physical meaning but offers the advantage that it may be 

compared to a l'igid body of the same configuration. Both 

methods deserve examination. 

Let us consider the first approach. The material 

contained in the geometric volume will be divided into a 

rigid portion jS and a non-rigid portion such that 

/s-+ ^ 
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The relative angular momentum may be written as 

=  If*'* faxtv? +  $ «  
(2.6.12a) 

where 

x1 x/o jo'^r (2.6.12b) 

The relative position vector, r', is defined by 

equation (2.602a). The rigid body term of equation (2.6.12a) 

may bo cxpi-essed by equation (2.6.9) where the moment of 

inertia tensor is that of the configuration 7" . Sub

stitution of equation (2.6.9) and (2.6.12) into equation 

(2.5„1'0 results in 

which gives the expression for moment equation of a variable 

mass system. 

In the second approach the material velocity in 

written as a rigid body motion plus a relative velocity 

tez'ffl. If an intermediate geometric point cX is used, 

the material velocity may be expressed as 

+ &] + w -jjt * 
(2.6.13) 

(2.6.14) 
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where ~/L represents the angular velocity of the con

figuration cf the* geonetrie volume;. The relative velocity 

term, sp~' , is the relative velocity between the material 

velocity of the material particle and the- geometric velocity 

of the corresponding geometric point. Introducing equation 

(2.6.1*0 into equation (2.6.5) results in 

= f f>x'x(-&xs')<tr + f fx'x-jr'ir (2.6.15) 
j 'f J-j 

where. r1 represents the relative position vector defined 

by equation (2,6.2a). The first integral would be the rigid 

body contribution if the system were considered to be rigid 

at the instant under consideration. This concept is re

ferred to in the literatura^^ as "the principle of solid

ification". The second terra is the relative angular mo

mentum due to the non-rigid character of the body. Substi

tution of (2.6.15) and (2.6.9) into equation (2.5.1*0 results 

in 

= ji K-V) -* 

+ £ f [(x-r*) X ( 2 . 6.16) 

Jr yrt Wr.,- r) 
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where ell;; is the mass morrant of inertia tensor for the 
'J 

"solidified" geometric body. Equation (2.6.16) represents 

the moment equation for a variable mass system. 

Reduction of the equntionr, of_ motion for a variable 

mass system to the equation of a rocket 

powered vehicle 

In this section the equations of motion for a vari

able mass system will be applied to a rocket powered vehicle. 

The boundary of the variable mass system (i.e., the con

figuration of the surface of the geometric manifold) will be 

the invariant casing of the vehicle. The variable mass 

character of the system will arise from the operation of the 

vehicle's rocket engine or engines. 

The equation of motion for a variable mass system 

may be written in accordance v.'ith equations (2,5.6) and 

(2.6.16) as 

£ * 

+$rl/>(x-&)(*l-«\ju <2's'6> 
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and 

+J/>[(£-£<*)x a - (**- .•**) <2-6-i6> 

+ r"$K*(LrS). 

The point p*. is selected to be coincident with the center 

of mass JTe; = R, , which implies that the point ex. is 

moving relative to the c"se. The motion of the center of 

mass v.'it'h respect to the case does not present any difficulty 

in the development of the equations. 

The geometric derivative of the mass according to 

equation (2.2.7) is 

7n ~ J t ̂  '^ (2.2.7) 

For the purpose of notational eimplific&tion the following 

notation will be used 

4f = ̂  (2.7.1) 

in v;hich the superposed circle represents the geometric 

derivative. Care must be exercised not to confuse the super

posed circle with the supex*pooed dot which represents the 

material derivative0 
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The e>:it surface is the portion of the boundary of 

the variable mass system through which mass is ejected from 

the configuration cf the geometric volume. In practice it 

is usually assumed that the exit surface is a plane. One 

may define a position vector, to a point called the 

"effective center" of the exit plane as 

4- f „ 1- A/* lA'/i. . (2.7.2) = -7f\ 
~<a 

The average velocity of the particles located in the exit 

plane may be defined as 

6̂ " " dr l P" ̂  ̂ ^ (2.7.3) 
o ^ 

where 1'^ is defined by equation (2.2.7). The surface 

integrals of equations (2.5.6) and (2.6.16) vanish except 

on the exit plane, since the rraterial on these surfaces is; 

constrained to move with the geometric manifold. 

Equation (2.5.6) may now be written as' 

o 

f = ~*nz + ^t) i <2-7-l!> 

by the substitution of equations (2.7.2) and (2.7.3). After 

some algebraic Manipulation equation (2.7.4) may be ex

pressed as 

£ = -•$(&„-&)-&(<&--$,) -3-r%(i,ry) (2.7.5) 
c 

where )/" R /v 
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If \?e. select the point &L to be coincident with 

the mass center, equation (2.6.16) may be written as 

T (2.7.6) 

+J S3 X d -%)] (£* 

where the (Ji <•: V represent the instantaneous value a of 
J 

the moments of inertia relative to tbo center of mass if 

the body were assured to be solidified for this instant of 

time. The denote the orthor.orn;al base vectors 

attached to the center of masa and Jly denote the com

ponents of the angular velocity of the vehicle, ~/L ex-

panded on the orthonorma1 base vectors ^ . By the 

introduction of equations (2.2.7), (2.7.2), and (2.7.3) into 

equation (2.7.6) and after seme algebraic manipulation, equa

tion (2.7.6) will reduce to. 

0*4 =^Vi/) + K'Jr 

4 _f[(t -&) X (-A V f (2.7.7) 

- (L-&) X [& -&„) -t -W (&»- g)] 
wher*e it is assumed that the gases of the exit plane move 

only along normal streamlines to the exit surface. 
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Comparison of derived equations of motion 

to those in the current liter:-''cure 

The system under conuideration, that is, the vari

able mass system, is a geometric volume which is moving 

through space and is identified by the gecmstrie manifold. 

A complete description of the system is given in the section 

Equations of motion for a variable mss system of this paper. 

The governing equations of motion for the system with refer

ence to an inertia frame are 

£ - ji: Jji <̂ + f fi *-
(2.5.5) 

/ ~- v .K. 
-k. 

and 

M • §• (Wfi)&r+ f(t xti)(*^)nM^.7) 
""" Jn' M 1 K 

where T is the volume a no the b ounding surface of 

the cor.f igurati'•••n of the :;;or .;-*tric volui \o «t the in?tniit 

under- con.-?iderot ion. The above equations raay nppaar ob

vious , but one must b.-: very careful in evploininoaoh term. 

An altenr.te fortr. .f the force aquation, (2.5.5), 

will result if the concept of the moks center is introduced. 

The substitution re suit fi in 

£ f i .  +  j j i ( ' ^ - v f K ^  

,0. (' f 0, 
(z-^-



where R reore sents the position vector and V the velo-rv> * 4 

city of the mass center. An alternate forra of the moment 

equation, (2.5.7), is given by 

& [ f ( * ( i - $-*)»**• (2'5-w 

Ji J* 
*™(u- %) 

a<-

where the moment M and the angular i-uiirantura H' are 

relative to the g a etna trie ru.-irit ex. . 

The monant equation can be written in a si;rdlar 

manner as Eulor's equation a of notion for a rotating' rigid 

body. The alternate ITorni is given by 

nr 

i-1 f (t -&.) x (f- •U*)^ i*. 

(2.6.16) 

+ -m£x«-*{$-$ 

where cJc • . ic the inertia ten'i'or £<.-r the ''solidified'' 
J 

body at the instr-nt ur.de?." con si do rat ion. 

( 2 2 )  
A pr-per published by R. M. Bow en in 1964, 

postulated a general balance statement which included as 

specie! eases the elossicol balance of ; innm , rv.o':e::tu;n, 

moment of momentum and energy. His notation ia essont .tally 

that of Truesdell and Tcu'^in ^  ̂ and the d.-»relcr/:irtnt i n  
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based on the vnlidlty of the postulated balance equation. 

The equation for angular motion developed by Bowen compares, 

term by term, with equation (2.5.14) but there is a lack of 

(2?  )  
clarity as to what each term represents. Bowen's workv 

is the only paper known to this author- which attempts to 

develop the general equations of motion for a variable mnsc 

system from a continuum point of view. 

CI 7 \ A paper by J. F. Thorpe in 1962 derives the 

translatiotial motion equation from a continuum point of view 

which is essentially the same as equation (2.5.6). Although 

Thorpe's development can be followed logically it seems to 

this author to lack the clarity upon which to build the 

formulation for the angular motion equation. A paper by 

Bottaccini^''^^ in 1962 followed by a short discussicn of 

his paper by Snyder^®^ developed the equations of motion 

for a vai'iable moss system. Their papains required much 

work on the reader's part to get an understanding of the 

development« 

(12-17) , . , , . 
Tuere aro a number of papers which cicnvo 

the equations of motion for a rocket -powered vehicle. It 

is somewhat difficult to fco-npare equations (2.5.6), (2. 5.1*0 

and (2.6.16) to these published, results. In oases where 

the authors of the above papers derived a general expression 

for the translotional motion equation there was good agree-

(1 5 1 . 
merit with equation (2.7.o) except for lloriam's ' first 
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paper where the. 7n term was not accounted for. The angular 

motion equation was derived by Rankin^^ but was ."simplified 

by assuming a flat~surfo.ee area where mass is passing through 

the boundary. The equations presented in this paper could 

be reduced to the published results if the assumptions and 

restrict ions used by the above authors were placed on the 

equations presented herein. 

The basic differ one-;; be tv*? en published results and 

the development in this chapter is that the author started 

with, the "postulated" laws of classical mechanics for a mate

rial system and derived the general equation;- of motion for 

a variable mass system without physical intuition. The var

iable mass system introduced here, namely, the geometric 

manifold., is similar in nnture to the material control 

volume of fluid mechanics but is more general in that it is 

independent of mass. Recently the author noticed an article 

by J.' Rutkov/ski^®^ which introduced the concent of a 

"referential derivative". This "referential derivative" 

is similar to the geometric derivative introduced in this 

paper. 



CHA.FTER III 

APPLICATION OF THUOi:.Y TO ABROBEE--150 

SOUNDING ROCKET 

General information on A erobee-150 soundir>gc rocket 

In the past fev? yesrs sounding rockets have been 

used considerably in hi gh - e 11 i. t ud q research. Kit t Peak 

National. Observatory (K'P'JQ) located at Tucson, Arizona is 

one organisation which is employing the Aerc-bee-l^O aounclin 

rocket vehicle to study the upper a t:.i sphere of the earth. 

Kitt Peak National Observatory has permitted the "rltor to 

examine teleretry records ar.d radar observations of some of 

their flights and these records furnish the experimental 

data to lohich the analytic trajectories computed using the 

c qua t i ons (2.7.5) a nd (2.7.7) a re c ompared. 

The Aerobee-150 is a two stage rocket. The first 

stage, the booster, is a solid propellent rccket which is 

drag separated front the main vehicle 2.5 seconds after 

launch. The r:v<in vehicle is a three-finned rocket and is 

propelled by a liquid propel la/at; sustainor wot or './hi oh is 

ignited at launch. The sustainer motor is turned off 52 

seconds after ignition. The sustain-?!" burns red fusing 

nitric acid and aniline and has a sea level thrust of 



4100 lbs. The-basic configuration of the main vehicle is 

15 inches in diametex* and 278.6 inches in length with an 

87.6 inch ogive tip. The payload and length of the vehicle 

will vary with the use but normally the payload in about 

200 lbs. 

The aerodynamic characteristics of the Aerobee-150 

sounding rocket were obtained from reference 33. Reference 

33 also contains data on the inertial characteristics of the 

basic Aerobes vehicle with 150-lbs payload and 27-inch ex

tension. The inertial characteristics given in reference '56 

were modified to conform with the vehicle ur-ied for Kitt Peak' 

K.P 3.4 flight at the White Sands Missile Center. The KP 3.4 

flight vehicle had a payload of 206.5-Xbs and an overall 

length of 294.12 inches with a 20° nc;:e cone tip. It was 

assumed that the roll moment of inertia given in reference 33 

represented the roll moment for the modified vehicle. The 

modified moment of inertia in pitch is presented in figure 6 

and the center of mass in figure 7. The weight of the vehi

cle decreased linearly with time from 1506-lbs at 2.5 seconds 

to 482 lbs at 52 seconds after launch. A 1962 ICAO Model 

Atom,sphere was employed and constant gravitational accelera

tion assumed for the range of altitudes in this study. The 

variation of the gravitational c onfitant is about 3% at an 

altitude of 275,000 ft. The fins are canted to provide a 

2-rps steady roll rate at suntainer burn out. 
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Digital conputer pram 

The vector equations of motion for a rocket powered 

vehicle, equations (2.7.5) and (2.7.7) ai-e expanded on ba^'ie 

vectors attached to the center of gravity in Appendix F. 

The scalar equations (F.2.G) and (F.2.7) represent the 

force and moment equations of notion frr c> rcckst powered 

vehicle, respective?.;/; to describe co.ipletoly the -history 

of the v.K-ti'Hi of the vchiclo equati<: o.a (F.1.7) and (P. 1.12) 

are introduced. Th-sse equations are 12 first order non-linear 

ordinary differential equations where If Q- (D \p Y<-
' s J j s ' £ \ I & J £ j 

i 
<U_x sir'j UJ'j p Sj. af",c: P are the dependent variables and time 

the independent' variable. 

A FORT?;. A'.1 prc^ram vras written for the inn 7072 lo

cated in the Humrrical Attn lysis L^bcrot ory at the University 

of Arizona. Each flight simulated on the computer required 

about 50 minuten of computer tine. A complete discussion 

of the digital computer program may be found, in reference 2.1. 



Five digital computer runs; were made, with th 

following variations in the parameters of interest: 

Case 1; Nominal run 

a) no jet damping 

b) no I-dot terms 

c) zero induced rolling moment 

Case 2: Nominal run 

a) no jet damping 

b) I-dot terms included 

c) zero induced rolling moment 

Case 3: Nominal run 

a) jet damping in pitch and yaw; 
no jet damping in roll 

b) no I-dot terms 

c) zero induced rolling moment 

Case 4: Nominal run 

a) jet damping in pitch and yaw; 
no jet damping in roll 

b) I-dot terms included 

c) no induced rolling moment 

Case 5: Nominal run 

a) no jet damping 

b) I-dot terms included 

c) induced rolling moment included 
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The nominal run is based on the aerodynamic characteristics 

given in reference 33 and modified inertia characteristics 

with no thrust misalignment. 

The jet damping terms used for the pitch and yaw 

rotations in Cases 3 and ^ were obtained from reference 33. 

The curve for* damping presented in reference 33 was com

puted using the method in reference 8. Reference 33 does 

not give a roll jet damping term but this would be a very 

small term and would have a negligible effect. If the 

analysis presented in Appendix F were used, 

for a homogeneous cylinder the size of the Aerobes, but due 

to the baffle arrangement: in the fuel cells and the in

jector to the combustion chamber the correction factor 

applied to the value found in Figure FF.2 would have a low 

value. Thus, the net result would be a very low roll jet-

damping. 

Cases 2 and k were run with the time rate of change 

of moments of inei'tia in the equations of motion included. 

If the fuel is rotating with the rocket the author feels 

that the time derivatives must be included in the equations 

of motion. If one could evaluate equation (F.2.1) there 

would be no reason to include the jet damping ter*m identi~ 
f O £ \ 

fied by Jamesv- ' since all the terms would be included in 

equation (F.2.1). 
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Induced rolling moment was not included in Cases 

1-'+ because of the scarcity of accurate data. For small 

angles of attack the induced rolling moment would be small 

and could be neglected. The induced rolling moment differs 

from other rolling moments in that it depends on the roll 

position of the vehicle. Using the information^^ avail

able, the digital computer program has been modified to 

handle induced rolling moment for Case 5. 

Results of computer solutions 

There were virtually no differences in velocity, 

range and altitude and little difference in the attitude 

angle -0- for the various cases considered, (results are 

tabulated in tables 1-4) Although the aerodynamic angles 

are small, there were marked differences between the various 

cases for any particular tima. The roll angle, <fi , 

varied considerably, but the per cent difference is email, 

when compared to the total angle in roll. 

The jet damping terms given ixi reference 33 make 

ver*y little difference in the answers. At burn-out there 

is one degree difference in the roll angle. The difference 

between the roll angle at 75 seconds increased to seven 

degrees. For Case 1 the roll rate is 566.1 degrees per 

second at burn-out as compared at 566.8 degrees per second 
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for Case 3. The velocity, range and altitude are es

sentially the same for the two cases. 

VJhen the tims rate of change of moments of inertia 

are included in the equation of motion, there occurs a 

noticeable difference in the roll and roll rate between 

Case 1 and Case 2. With the time rate of change of mo

ments of inertia included, the roll angle decreases 143° 

at burn-out and 512° at 7 5 seconds. The roll rate de

creases from 566.7°/sec to 546.1°/r?ec at burn-out and from 

593.1°/sec to 577.5°/sec at 75 seconds after launch. Case 

4 includes the time rate of change of the moments of iner

tia and jet damping terms as given by inference 33 but no 

appreciable change occurs between Case 2 and Case 4. 

Case 5 gives the effect of induced roll morc&nt on 

the history of the motion for the Aerobee Sounding rocket. 

Induced roll moment had no appreciable effect on the velo

city, roll rate or angle of l'oll when compared with Case 2. 

(See table 1-4). If the angle of attack was large there 

would be seme effect on the roll rate and roll angle. 

The roll rate is plotted in Figure 9. The booster 

forces the spin to 2 rps at booster separation and the 

vehicle experiences a high deceleration in roll. The de

celeration is caused by the fins acti.ng as air brake a at 

low speeds. That is, the angle of attack between the fins 

and relative air stream is negative. As the linear velocity 



i  
!  
i  
i  
| of the vehicle increases the angle of attack between the 

| fins and relative air stream increases in a positive sense 

and eventually is positive. Cnce this angle of attack is 
£  . . . .  

| positive, the fins v?ill. drive the vehicle in roll, thus• in-
j 

| creasing the roll rate. 

\ 

I Cerr.pnris-->n of ecaput?.r solution to 

• racial" observations 

For the purpose of comparison only, Case 1 of the 

computer runs will be used since there was virtually no 

change in parnmaters used in the comparison. It should be 

noted by the reader thai; like any mathervtical formulation 

of a physical problem the answers obtained are only as good 

as the information used. 

Figure S is a olot of the velocity of tVie vehicle o 4. j 

and time. There is a difference of 3.8n'> in the radar cb-

C3 /.-\ if 
servations• and the computer run at 5?. seconds, the 

sustainer motor burn-out, and 1.7" at 7?> seconds. It is 

interesting to notice that the maximum velocity obtained 

from the i-odar observations did not occur- at burn-out but 

shortly after 52 seconds. This paradox may be attributed 

to improper shut down .-f fuel. (See Table' V) The alti

tude at burn- -ul: varied. 2300 ft, but at 7 5 seconds the 

altitude had increased to 500 ft due to the difference in 

velocities. The difference in altitude represents a 1,7% 
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difference at 75 seconds. The causes of these difference.s 

will be discussed in the section to follow. 

Figure 9 is a plot of roll rate and tine in which 

the telemetry information has been obtained from two 

separate f 1 :• ght s „ The eru'ly portion of the flight c era-

pares quite veil with the values obtained frora the compu

ter. The steady state value of 1.9 from the telemetry 

record is about 15" higher than tha value obtained from 

Case 1 of the computer run?;. A discussion of the possible 

causes will follow, in the section on Results of a linear 

oertu'-bati on of initial conditions on the trajectory. 

Results of linear perturb.ition cf initial 

conditions on_the trajectory 

Using the technique given in Appendix G the effect 

of variations of a para water tfoy bo studied. A thorough 

study of variations of all the parameters involved would 

be lengthy, but there may be parameters other than, the 

state variables given in Appendix G which would be ad

vantage :us to include. 

A computer pregr-aro was written for the IBM 7072 

employing the technique given in Appendix G. The items of 

interest in this parameter study ©.re the velocity and spin 

rate. Fr<.-:.i the computer pregran the initial angle had 
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the largest effect: on velocity and j?£ had the largest 

effect on the s.picu (See Table VI) The spin of the rocket 

is given by 

p •=• (p ~ (jj&m •& 

O 
Fro::i the nominal computer run, Case 1, is very small 

and -0" is close to 90°; thus, p will be approximately 
o, . ® . 

equal to 0 . The flight is ne.vely vertical so zfc is 

approximately equal to the velocity of the vehicle. 

There wes a difference of 1.7% in the altitude at 

7 5 seconds between radar cb';ei*vi>tions end the computer run. 

If one e s s u k s  an error ef 1.75 in the initial velocity, 
o, 

that is 12.7 fps at 2.5 seconds, then 0 would be changed 

0.1 rps. (Table VI) This 103 y acc oirit for a owe of the dis

crepancy in the roll history presented in Figure 9 between 

telemetry in Cor mat ion an:? the computer run. If other 

parameters such as fin deflection, nornol force coefficient, 

etc. vera included as state variables in the analysis of 

Appendix G it would be possible to obtain inforrrati.on con

cerning the effect of these parameters on the .spin rate. 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMl-ENDATTONS 

The primary objective: of this paper wan to start 

with the postulated la.;.? cf classical mechanics and derive 

the aquation:: cf motion for a variable mass system. This 

fcrmul.ation of variable, mass dynamics required the clarifi

cation cf definitions conar.'-nly used in dynamics and a 

precise description of the system under investigation. The 

coneopts cf classical field theory gave a solid m&thewati-

cal. founclation on which the dynamics -of a variable mass 

syste:r. could ba established. A geometric manifold which, 

is-independent of mans was used to define the system under 

study. 

The.equations cf motion for the variable mass sys

tem, that is, the geometric mnnifold, presented in this 

paper, do adequately describe its motion. When the equa

tions were used to investigate the variable mass system 

considered herein good agreement was obtained between the 

predicted r.v.-ti.on and the observed motion. The aoour acy of 

a predicted trajectory will depend in a large port on the 

accuracy of the aerodynamical and inertial characteristics' 

of the system under investigation and the example examined 

in Chapter IT I as within engineering accuracy. 

57 
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The dynamical equations for a variable mass system, 

equations (2.5.6) and (2,6.1.6), differ from those of prcviou; 

authors in that a new derivative was defined and used in the 

formulation. The newly defined derivative, the geometric 

derivative, reduced to the material or common derivative in 

the* example examined in detail in this paper. For other 

problems the geometric derivative may not be associated 

with arty particular material particle, such an wave and 

flarai fronts and will be different than the material deriv

ative o 

The writer, in conclusion, makes the following 

recommendations: 

1) The theory of a variable mass .system based on 

continuum mechanics concepts as developed in 

Chapter IX should be extended to include mass 

points, couple stresses and other disccnntinuitie 

2) The connection between continuum and particle 

mechanics should be formulated mathematically, 

i.e., the connection between the results of 

ref. 18 and the present paper should be in

vestigated. 

3) Variable in.-'asystems other than rocket pow

ered vehicleo should be studied and the analyt

ical results, predicted by the theory presented 

herein, compared to experimental results. 
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TABLE I 

Aerobee 150 6-D Computer Runs Summary 

j 2.5 Seconds 
j After Launch. 

10 Seconds 
After Launch / 1 

. _j 
•! 

j Case 1 2 3 1 4 i 5 1 2 3 * 5 j • 
j Altitude,ft. (1000) 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 12 12 12 12 12 i I 

| Velocity ft/sac. 747 747 747 747 747 1140 1140 1140 1140 1140 j 

! Mach No. 
o 

.68 .68 .68 .68 .68 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 

; Dyn.Fres. lbs/ft. 572 572 572 572 572 1073 1073 1073 1073 1073 
> 

1 Roll Rate Deg/sec. 720 720 720 720 720 129 129 129 129 129 

• Elevation Angle, 
in degrees 

87.8 87.8 87.8 87.8 87.8 87.1 87 01 87.1 87.1 87.1 

; Angle of Attach, 
i in degrees 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

; Range,ft. (7.000) - - - - - .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 
: 2 
! Roll Accel.deg/sec. - - - - 4.2 4.6 4.2 4.6 4.6 

-T} 



TABLE II 

Aerobee 150 6-D Computer Runs Summary 

20 Seconds 
After Launch j 

30 Seconds 
After Launch 

Cass 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 * ! 5 

Altitude,ft. (1000) 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.7 45.5 45.5 45.5 45.5 45.5 

Velocity ft/sec. 1637 1637 1637 1637 1637 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 1 4 

Kach Nc. 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.61 2.48 2.48 2.48 2.48 2.48 

Dyn.Pres.lbs/ft? 13S9 13-39 1389 1389 1389 132 7 1327 1327 1327 1327 : 

Roll Rate Dag/sac. 187 187 187 187 1S7 268 267 268 267 267 

Elevation Anglo, 
in degrees 

86.4 86.4 86.4 86.4 86.4 85.7 85.7 85.7 85.7 85.7 

Angle of Attach, 
in degrees 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Range,ft (1000) • 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 

9 
Roll Accel.deg/sect 5.7 6.7 5.7 6.7 6.7 7.9 9.7 7.9 9.7 9.7 



TABLE- III 

Aerobee 150 6-D Computer Runs Summary 

40 Seconds 
After Launch 

52 Seconds 
After Launch 

Case 1 2 ! 3 
I 

j 4 
i 

1 5 i i; ! 2 
i • 
! 3 ! 4 

i 
5 

Altitude,ft. (1000) 75.2 75.2 75.2 ' 75.2 
j 

i 75.2 132.8 132.8 132.8 
1 
|132.8 j132.8 

Velocity ft/sec. 3658 3658 3653 3658 3658 6216 6216 6216 j 6216 6216 

iiieh No. 3.78 3.78 3.78 3.78 3.78 ! 5.81 
j 

5.81 
i 

5.81 j 5.81 5.81 

Dyn.Pres.lbs/ft? 740 740 740 740 740 146 146 146 j 146 146 

Roll Rnte Dcg/sec. 
i 

399 396 399 396 396 566 546 566 546 546 
1 
[Elevation Angle, 
1 in degrees f ° 

85.2 85.2 85.2 85.2 85.2 
1 
I 

84.8 84.8 84-. 8 84.8 84.8 

iAngle of Attach, 
; in degrees 

0 0 0 0 o I 
! 
1 

0 0 0 o 0 

'Range,ft (1000) 4.8 4.S 4.8 4.8 
r 
4.8; 

1 
15.2j 

9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 

|Roll Accel.deg/sec? 
t 

21.0 15.2 13.1 15.2 | 

4.8; 
1 

15.2j 8.9 10.1 8.9 10.1 10.1 

VI 
•p-



TABLE .IV 

Aerobee 150 6-D Computer Runs Summary 

60 Seconds 
After Lcunc h 

( 75 Seconds 
! After Launch 
• 

: Cssa 1 2 ! o ! 
i " | 

4 
i 
1 5 1 i 1 r 

i 
i 2 1 

! 3 1 4 

i 
5 

Alt itude, f t. (1000) 181.3 181.3 181.3 jl .81.3 JlSl.3 j266„5 |266.5 
i 

1266.5]266.5 266.5 
1 

Velocity ft/sec. 5949 5949 5949 | 5949 
J 

| 5949 
' 

i 5467 t 5466! 54671 5467 
I 

i 
5466 

Mach No. 5.47 5.47 5.47 i 5.47 1 5.47 
, 

i 5.94 5.94 5.94 5.94 5.94 

Djrn.Pres. lbs/ft? 19.5 19.5 19.5] 
i 
19.5 j 19.5 |l .5 

* ! '  
.5 .5 • .5 

Roll Rate Deg/sec. 591 574 590! : 574 574 i f j 593 577 593 577 577 

Elevation Angle, 
in degrees 

84.6 84.6 84.6 | 
; 
84.6 84.6 | 1 84.2 

i 

84.2 84.1 84.1 84.2 

Angle of Attach, 
its degrees 

o 0 0 0 o j; o 
i i Jl 

0 0 0 0 

Range, ft. C1000) 14.3 14.3 14.3! 14.3 14.3 1 t t 
22.7 22.7 22.7 i 22.7 22.7 

9 
Roll Accel, deg/secv .7 .9 • > \  .9 .9 ! 0 0 o 0 0 

Ui 
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TABLE V 

Comparison of telemetry record with computer runs 

Radar and 

Telercotrv 

Tinva j Vel. !Altitude 
: __j(FPS) |(1000 ft) 

2.5 ! I 

3.0 

4.0 

5.0 ; 

y.s; 

i Spin 
(R PS) 

10.0 
. 

1140 12.2 

15.0 1360 18.3 

20.0 1630 25.7 

25.0 1970 34.6 

30.0 2360 45.3 

35.0 2900 58.3 

40.0 3585 74.4 

45.0 4475 94.3 

50.0 551.5 119.0 

52.0 5980 130.5 

55.0 60^0 148.6 

60.0 5S40 178.1 

65.0 5700 207.8 

70.0 5530 234.4 

75.0 5380 263.0 

% o JJ 
U A tw fc-0 

• 42 cj h 
•p 

. 54 xs <n 
Pico 

• 61 "p, a, 
« « 

1.1 

1.4 

1.7 

1.8 

1.9 

1.9 

li 
O 4J 
U rCj 

bO 
•rl 

rj r-1 
W <4~! 
c3 

Cj-
£ CO 
v-1 

« » 

Ccmputcir Run 

Case 1 

V«l. I Altitude 

747 

773 

826 

879 

1014 

1140 

1364 

1637 

1974 

2400 

2951 

3658 

4553 

5683 

6216 

6114 

5949 

5787 

5627 

5467 

4.9 

5.3 

6.1 

6.9 

9.3 

12.0 

18.2 

25.7 

34.7 

45.5 

58.8 

75.2 

95.6 

121.0 

132.8 

151.2 

151.3 

210.5 

238.9 

266.5 

Spin 

2.0 

.43 

.25 

.27 

.32 

.36 

.43 

.52 

.62 

.74 

.90 

1.11 

1.31 

1.51 

1.58 

1.62 

1.64 

1.65 

1.65 

1.65 



TABLE VI 

Results of perturbation of initial 

conditions of velocity and spin rate 

Vai'iation of 
" 
1 

Time 1 dog. 

• 

Z* 

1 ft/sac. 
0 

1 deg/sec 

! 5.0 .07 .02 .995 

10.0 • 66 .996 

15.0 
/-N 

CM • 
O 
0.» 
CO 
\ 
4J 

V-/ 

N 

.68 # 

O 

CO 

1.43 .996 

20.0 

/-N 
CM • 

O 
0.» 
CO 
\ 
4J 

V-/ 

N 

1.50 

# 

O 

CO 2.05 .996 

25.0 

30.0 

/-N 
CM • 

O 
0.» 
CO 
\ 
4J 

V-/ 

N 

2.99 

5.50 

W 
o 
TJ 2.45 

2.68 

.995 

.996 

35.0 E 
O 

9.94 C 
0 

2.7 8 .998 

**0.0 

45.0 

•P 
O 
<D 

W 

17.70 

30.00 

E
f
f
e
c
t
 

2.81 

2.80 

.998 

.998 ! 

50.0 49.04 2.80 .997 

52.0 59.33 2.80 .996 | 



APPENDIX A 

THE D3V2J,0?MSNT CF TH!.; *&T£RIAL VELOCITY 

FROM THIS DISPLACEMENT VECTOR 

The material velocity may ba calculated by taking 

the material derivative of the dioplncoraatit vactor. The 

material displacement veotox- in spatial coordinate:-: is 

urftj) - 2: ~ X/V,;/) (A.l) /"v ( / 'v ,-j. 1 -v ' 

A. orfy. j) ~ -L^r iL (a.2 ) 

M ' ^ ' W 
& 

c 

and its :n :?t.i?.'i .9l derivative 

> hr- s.t 
a • y~ 
V 

The partial derivative equation (A.l) with respect to 

t  ima vif:l:-a 

h" = -)%(*.,•) a 3 )  

H v~' 

fino t  h-2 partial dariv.'-itivo vith rerpoet to x"^ results in 

lvrm 1 „ J*/ _ & £? - w (A.ii) 

,j*j ~ r*i 3*r ' ~ > yA 

vjhsro Xf is tha Krc-rv-'oV.er delta. 
J  

Substitution cf equation*; ( \.3) and (A.~) into 

equation (A. 2) mid col lac tin/. ter.i!\" yields-

^ i  - r  „  (  < i  X  A ;  t )  <i/}\ .1- yi (,\ q) 
I 71^"' ' r h) J ' ' ( J 

78 
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The quantity in the bracket of equation (A.5) represents 

the material derivative of the material coordinates ex

pressed in the spatial description. Since the material 

coordinates X are fixed once and for all at titna t = tQ 

the material derivative must be equal to aero. Thus equa 

tion (A.5) reduces to 

<*.«> 

which is the result sought. 



APPENDIX B 

TRANSPORT THEOREM FOR REGION CONTAINING 

ISOLATED DISCONTINUITIES 

i t 
Consider a nurtorial volume ^ within which the; re 

occurs a surface *£(& on which discctefc^nuities of the 

scalar quantity (p are defined. Thft is', •<£ is a 

singularity surface with renpect: to the quantity 4^ 

and possibly also vtth respect to the; notarial velocity 

field. The singularity rjui'fsce may be in motion with a 

nor •.aril spsed of . 

AsF,u\.:i that S- divides the vvluma ^ into 

two rer'.ionn *" ..ad $ in which $ and £ are 

defined and continuously d.iffercnti"b].c. *2('$ also divides 
••f-t >~ 

the :aaterial boiurdary into two parts J and J 

Now, we define two velocity fields hC* and V- as » • rv 

follows: 

r. ws- i" o n J 
"W = 1 

iw -1 

^ ̂  V - * K. il r>-, 
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Since £. is a persistent boundary of $ + and 

ft , we have 

JL ( f (Pcir + &i~ ( (b.2) 

^Jq-< & JcH 

where <$itf/jt indicates that we are taking the material 

time derivative of the integral over a region which is in

stantaneously coincident with $ while is 

analogously defined. To each integral en the right of 

(B.2) one may apply the transport theorem (1.1.17) since 

(f and ai~e continuously differentiable functions 

in iC* and 'f\ and approach continuous limiting values 

on the entire boundaries -i-M and . Hence 

one may write 

4->f <Wr= f ^icr+f qfys- [q+n Jj 

li Jj-t i • CB.3) 

f( f̂ -= f f - P #V,.4' 
:k Jr^ L  U jJ 

71 

f^r- I I <f>W - I 
# Jp)-- J j  

By substituting these results into equation (B.2) we obtain 

J| f&r =fjf J><r +£ f ̂ r,js - j[<fjn/J>C <b.4) 

which its the generalized transport theorem for finite jump 

discontinuities across a surface moving through the 

material volume. The brocket Ltfl represents the jump of 

^ across the surface 
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In the case of the rocket powered vehicle which is • 

investigated in Chapter III, the mass density function 

is discontinuous at many points, for instance, at thss 

boundary of fuel tank and the fuel. The singularity sur

faces associated with the rocket powered vehicle are not 

moving with respect to the material volume, thus the last 

integral of equation (B.4) is identically equal to zero. 



APPENDIX 0 

GEOMETRIC DERIVATIVE OF AN ELEMENT 

CF VCLuMS 

A differential o 1 errierit cf volume in spnce may be 

expressed in vacirer form as 

M (S& x4.) <c'1> 

where » Jfan » ?nc1 *^£3 arG the edges of the parol-

le^spxped which re pres-2v.tr the element of volume. If one 

considers n root angular Cartesian coordinate system, the 

el era-rats of arc length, , or. a may be expended on the 

spot i :• 1. co ordinate lra>::o a v. 

t 

4\' ̂  CG-2) ri 
rr 

where 
i,; 

d cuint 

with th « • 0 m :• 

0 c; /i *» X W to 7-.0.S 

deformation « 

s pa t i •• 1 c. • '• V':J ir».n1: 

= 
°3 J 

O z z f  
<? r.. 

fiv, 
*v,:, -

/» **. 
/.'•T * 

flv 
"3 

7X .V 
*•>3 

te* 

(0.3) 
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The volume in the undefcrmcd (initial) state may 

be wit ten as 

cPV ~ cP^ ^2 dz (0.4) 
» 

where the 21 are components of a rectangular cartesian 
i 

frame. If one introduces equation (G.3) into equation (C.l), 

the spatial differential element of volume may be expressed 

as 

J}ir ~  e, > l* ( c * 5 >  e*v <Tj^l 3-j j ^}3 

where represents the permution symbol. From the 

definition of the volume J[<v , equation (C.'O, the ele

ment of volume $ V is 

$aJ  ̂ -J J! V (C. 6) 

where 

•J ~ I jpzj.] 5 ^ 'J 3 
(G.7) 

is the absolute value of the Jacobian of the transformation 

connecting the geometric and spatial coordinates. 

The geometric derivative of equation (C.6) is given 

by 

yrz r- e, frhJ ',>hJi 4. *' h<i o 4. «r J)v 

~ e, /V 3r Y-i <?£ ,.0/J '91 ?r 5 1/* 3*) X Y 
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After permutation of the indices and the use of the proper

ties of the e-sysfcem, equation (G.8) may be reduced to 

f, - ^ (c-9) 

Introduction of equation (G.5) into (G.9) yields 

Jv- *  £'r  ( c - 1 0 >  

which is the result sought. 



APPEND TX D 

A LT'j; FlN AT if. D12VSL0P1.EMT OF MO'i-SNT EO CJATICH 

The nv.rwsnt of a raatoriol system about so<*;;e fixed 

point lr'.'jy be written 

i.» M v' r* 
" A1;- " -*<*• x 'n.' y< .j (D.l) 

SubstitutTon ocu^ti-ns (?.'>. 1), (?.4.2), (2.i».*0 and 

(2.4.-r>) into CD, I) r;:-ultfi in 

j'vr! -- ! f t« V - "A \ V" "i"1 V I ,C. )'• (If 
-Op<. ~ :1> • . w xi/X. 'v "TT ; i .-l> «'>'• <:< <.. __;rr' <rC- • I 

(D.2) 

vh*:-v-r: 0" denotes the .7y^f»:»*«. 

Let un c<ntRic-e,>* the : .-.3 tar in! de:-:*. ->nt iv. 

,? ' - i (£ " f'-v) Vp £ — 
'"'V "j -

A 

K _ -r \ y f .(/'Y 

%• ' 

t y 10 vn ^ir 
'  

,'.r -

T' • r 
1 v X o T ,x T 
I £ a f- ̂  -L.' •»» ' ' 

vj J- y- ' ' 
o" 

( D. 3 ) 

' . » ,1 > f' V £• ,) :T~ 
iA*.'" f ~ ̂ " 
"•r; 

p, h 
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Since Jx represents a particular point, it is not a 

function of the material coordinates even though its mater

ial derivative may be such a function. Introduction of 

equation (D.3) into (D.2) results in 

= J- f (Vr*) X/sxir -r ( D '" )  

where the type of fixed point at JQ* is still unspecified. 

If the point <>£• is selected to be a material 

point, then the point is fixed in the material description. 

Its material velocity is zero, that is, the velocity rela

tive to an observer moving along with the material point is 

zero. If the configuration of the material volume is co

incident with the configuration of the geometric volume at 

the instant of time under consideration, that is, CT =• 7" , 

then we may transform the problem from a material descrip

tion to a geometric description. Equation (D.4) would then 

reduce to 

(0.5) 
fS 

where the right hand side of equation (D.5) is expanded on 

the spatial coordinates. 

If the point oL is a fixed poixit in space, then 

the velocity relative to an observer moving along with a 

material point which instantaneously occupies the point 

oC is just the material velocity of the material point. 
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In this case the velocity is a function of the material co

ordinates and must remain under the integral sign. Ex

panding the first integi'al of equation (D.^) on the spatial 

coordinates yields 

hi• = <&> (*-'*'*)v*4-

' J i Jr .  ^  ( d . 6 )  

+ ie-XfiAr 
r 

for the moment equation of a variable mass system. Nov let 

us considor the point as a fixed point in the geo

metric manifold. That is, 

£«•=£«(&*) -  < D - 7 )  

This point is indeed fixed in the geometric manifold but 

will be moving relative to the material. From equation 

(2.1.*fb) oive may write 

Z (2.1.4b) 

and define 

\/ -- lil 
* 

(D.8) 
X 

which represents the velocity of a geometric point moving 

within the material. A spatial change due to an arbitrary 

change in results in 

$XK -+ X± (D.9a) 
*y K  JT 
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thus the spatial velocity for an arbitrary change can be 

represented as 

^ -h & (D 9b) 
~ <)XK S£ 

£ denotes the material velocity. Selecting a partic

ular change in X. , that is, one with the particular 

velocity , then the spatial velocity is represented 

by the geometric derivative of . This results in 

tr - /t% + & <D-10> 

The material, derivative of represents the velocity of 

a geometric point apparent to an observer moving with a 

material particle; thus, 

K £• Ok) ? V CD. 11a) 
M c XK  

and may be expressed as 

f = £ ~ £ (D. lib) 

If the configuration of the material volume is coincident 

with the configuration of the geometric volume at the in

stant under consideration, that is, 0"= T , then we can 

transform the problem from a material description to a geo

metric description. After some algebraic manipulation 

equation (D.4) will reduce to 
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which yields the result sought. 



APPENDIX E 

TOTAJ, FORGE AN1) TOTAL KCvENT ACTING ON A 

HOCKST POUCHED VEHICLE 

The total f orce and totel moment, acting c>n the 

variable 33s system. si,;i defined in Chapter II by equations 

(2.5.1) and (2.5.2) respectively. The forces or moments 

will be of two types: 

a) body forces or body moments which are pro
portional to the. volume 

b) traction for cos or moment a v.'hich exert force 
on the surface of the body. 

It is assumed that the summation of the traction fcrcca may 

be expressed ns a surface integral, over the exterior surface 

of the invnrient geometric manifold. 

tf we assum* that gravity is the only body force, 

thot is, all other possible body forces .such as electro

magnetic attraction are negligible, then the total force 

may be ex pro off eel as 

the surfnee intti^r-nl represent.* the tr.octi.on forces. In 

equation (E.1.1) G is the acceleration of gravity which 

(E.1.1) 

where the volume integral re nts the body fcrc 

91 
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points in the direction of positive Zg. The traction force 

per unit area on the surface of the configuration of the geo-
• • 

metric volurea is represented by the stress, txJ . The 

integral J 1represents the surface forces 

acting on the exterior of the configuration of the geometric 

volume, which, in the problem under consideration, is the 

result of motion through the resistive media. These surface 

forces, usually called the aerodynamic foi'ces, are inde

pendent of the mass characteristics of the vehicle. 

The total force acting on the vehicle may be ex

pressed as 

£ ~ f. p - t  £a * f (r~ntin'i.ju. (E.1.2) 
i  A e  ~  

in which the first integral i-epresents the body force. 

denotes the surface force obtained from "rigid body" aero

dynamic theory. The last integral of equation (E.1.2) ac

counts for the difference in the actual exit surface pres

sure, p„, and the pressure calculated by rigid body aero-« 

dynamics. The pressure difference is caused by mass move

ment in the exit plane but is usually small in a properly 

designed nozzle. 

Selection of the mass center as the reference point 

will simplify the moment equation, since the body forces 

will not contribute to tha moment equation. The aerodynamic 
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moment may be expressed as 

& = Cfc-£) xfrS'fi)] (E.1.3) 

where jC represents the position vector of the element 

of area, ds, and R_ the position vector of the mass center. 

If we introduce equation (E.1.3) into equation 

(2.5.2), in which we account for the variation of pressure 

between the actual value and the value calculated by rigid 

body aerodynamic theory, equation (2.5.2) becomes 

in which the body forces have been eliminated through the 

selection of the mass center as the reference point. In 

most instances the term introduced by the pressuz*e differ

ential at the exit plane is small compared to the aero

dynamic forces and moments. 

One of the most difficult jobs in the analyses of 

the motion of a vehicle in the earth's atmosphere is to 

describe an adequate aerodynamic force system valid in all 

flight regimes. An exact treatment of the dynamics of a 

vehicle starting from the launch pad and reaching super

sonic flight is unfortunately out of the question. 

(E.1.4) 

Aerodynamic forees and moments 



Although mathematical theory cannot supply the 

numerical, value of aerodynamic forces, it does give us 

some information about the form. If one considers a long 

slender body, typical of rocket vehicles presently in use 

in supersonic flight then the aerodynamics are simplified 

since the pressure disturbance from any point is confined 

to its downstream Mach cone^^. 

The aerodynamic forces and moments may be expressed 

as a function of the instantaneous dynamical state 

fA ~ & (w1*) r, %ir, •**— (E-2-l) 

in v;hich of represents the set of control variables. 

The usual procedure is to expand equation (E.2.1) in a 

Taylor series about some arbitrary instantaneous dynamical 

state and then to evaluate the individual coefficients of 

the series. If it is assumed that the changes from the 

reference state are small and that the vehicle has trigonal 

or greater rotational symmetry the infinite series may be 

approximated by a finite number of terms. 

The above procedure has proven useful in the form

ulation of force systems in which the vehicle can be 

described by the mathematic model set forth. Unfortunately, 

a large number of vehicles do not fit the model and the 

aerodynamic foi-ces must be calculated on the basis of wind 
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turmsl data. The aerodynamic force and moment system 

described below is cf an experimental nature and was 

C  j  6 )  
introduced by ,Tomes " in 1961. 

Aerodynamic forces 

On the basic of the assumptions and method pre

sented in reference 36 the aercdynsfT,io force eleng the 

longitudinal axis, the x-axis cf the bedy coordinate sys-

tern, may be re pre rented by 

F* = o' * 3 n 
t 

(3.2.2) 

,a../ 
\ / ' V/a. end in which q' denotes the "dynamic"' pressure ^V/SL 

L some reference area. The eerodynonic coefficients cf. 

equation (.71.2,2) ere referred t •• cs the axi.el-fores co

efficient, C , at zero f l.-w incidence ane;le and &0 A, 

the chords in exi^l.-force cuoCr7ieient due tn flow incidence 

angle. Zero flov incidence sn>$lo corresponds to zero engle 

of attach and sero side slip on^le (See Film's 5). The 

axial-ferce coefficient r.:-sy bj celled the beee drag and the 

/A, cA coefficient the p.ricuat cf increase due to an.-;le of 
.v~'» 

at t eel'.. 

The aerodynamic force normal to the longitudinal 

axes c jnsiote of two parts: 

e.) The norm:'! force acting vn the vehicle which 
arises fr.m fx eymmotrical vehicle. 
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b) A normal force which results from slight 
aerodynamic asymmetries, for example control 
surface deflections, wing or tail incidence. 

The resultant normal force associated with the symmetrical 

vehicle will act in a plane formed by the total velocity 

vector and the longitudinal axis. This normal force acts 

at the center of pressure of the symmetrical vehicle and 

may ba expressed as the product of the aerodynamic co

efficient CN and the dynamic pressure q' . It is as

sumed in the study that the aerodynamic asymmetry is only 

the result of fin deflection and the normal force which 

arises from the asymmetry can be represented by the aero-

fin deflection. The normal force resulting from slight 

aerodynamic asymmetry will act at the center of pressure 

of the asymmetry, which, in this study, is assumed to be at 

the center of pressure of the tail surface. 

The components of the normal, force along the y- and 

z-axes may be expiressed as 

dynamic coefficient the dynamic pressure 

(E.2.3) 

and r 

/r -

(E.2.4) 

in which c)y and denote the fin deflection in pitch 

and yaw, respectively. The angle 
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bet won the >:y plan-.-? a nd the pi fine containing the normal 

force and the x-axis, see Figure 3. 

Aer ody na m.i c Ker^e lit s 

The aerodynamic moments about the center of mass 

consists mainly of viscous d ;•> v;\p I ng a nd of the mo:ncnt gen-

crated by the difference in location between the center of 

pressure an-J the center of mass. 

The roll K!o".e?it may be expressed as 

*«» K.(IW+ SA1*'ad (s-2-5) 

where p denotes the i-cll an 'ulnr velocity, V' the total 

linear speed aor! !;• the refo nee 1 :th. The values of 

CL and C are proportional to the aerodynamic da raping 
10 •% 

moment, in roll and the rvllliv; mr-ment coefficient which 

results iaerodynamic ceyrrttn̂ ti'y, respectively. • The ao.ro-

dynamic forces defined by equations (K.2.2) and. (;.2.3), and 

(F,.2 ,k) will, not produce a roll moment sincc it is assured 

that the line of action for the forces passes through the 

longitudinal axis and the center of nr.ss always i-emairis on 

this axis. 

The aerodynamic pitching and. yawing moments are ob

tained by multiplying the nvriaal. forcers given. by equations 

(E.2.3) .end (E.2.U) by the appropriate moment arm and by 
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adding a term to account for aerodynamic damping. The 

pitching moment arm for the normal force represented by 

the aerodynamic coefficient is the distance between 

the mass center of the vehicle and the center of pressure 

of the assumed symmetry vehicle. The noi'mal force produced 

by aerodynamic asymmetries will have a moment area equal to 

the difference between the mass center of the vehicle and 

the center of pressure of the aerodynamic asymmetry. 

The pitching moment may be expressed as 

and the yaw moment 
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in which denotes the flow incidence angle, q the 

angular velocity in pitch and r the angular velocity in 

yaw, respectively. In equations (E.2.6) and (E.2.7) X eg 

represents the distance from soma fixed point on the 

vehicle, such as the tip, to the center of mass of the 

vehicle: X denotes the distance from the fixed point 
' cp 

(tip) to the center of pressure of the symmetry vehicle 

and XCp represents the distance to the center of 

pressure of the aerodynamic asymmetry. It is assumed for 

simplicity that all the above mentioned centers are located 

along the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. 

- Thrust forcc 

If the internal pressure distribution were known, 

the thrust or reactive force on the rocket vehicle could 

be determined by the computation of a surface integral of 

pressure over the internal surface of the rocket chamber 

and nozzle. Unfortunately the distribution is not known 

and the force must be evaluated through the use of the mo

mentum principle, equation (2.5.6). It would be ad

vantageous to work with equation (2.5.6) dix-ectly instead 

of identifying thrust, but since it is general practice in 

aerodynamics to compute a thrust force, an attempt will be 

made to follow the practice. 
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Thrust curves versus time are obtained from exper

imental data or computed analytically-. The experiments 

consist of static tests to determine dynamater thrust while 

thermodynamical computations of fuel efficiency can be 

(39) 
used for theoretical computations . If one uses the 

"effective center" and "average gas velocity" as defined 

by equations (2.7.2) and (2.7.3) respectively, then equa

tion (2.5.6) may be written in the form 

T ~ (E.3.1) 

for a statically fired rocket in which T is the static 

thrust. It is customary in industry to define the static 

thrust as 

r= ̂  J'e (E.3.2) 
/•v 

in which V is a relative velocity defined such to ac-
~e 

count for the right hand side of (E.3.1) and the pressure 

differentiation between the actual pressure at the exit-

plane and the pressure calculated by rigid body aero

dynamics on a non-burning rocket. For an optimum expansion 

of the gases through the nczsle, the pressure difference 

term of equation (E.3.2) will become zero^^. 

The thrust term given by equation (E.3.2) is 

usually found experimentally at a given location with a 
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specific altitude and local ambient pressure. As the 

vehicle rises through the air the ambient pressure changes 

such that a correction is needed to account for the change 

in pressure. This correction is in the form of a pressure 

difference multiplied by the exit plane area. Correcting 

equation (E.3.2) results in 

X - && -* (/S;,e- CE.3.3) 

in which the first term on the right hand side is the total 

static thrust at launch. The ambient pressure at the alti

tude of the exit area is denoted by f>m and ambient pres

sure where the static thrust was determined is denoted by 

Pcoyd • 

Body forces 

By definition the body forces are related to the 

volume of the geometric manifold and are represented by the 

volume integral of equation (E.l.l). It is assumed that the 

only body force per unit volume present is p G where 

P represents the mass density function and Q the 

local gravitational acceleration. Other types of body 

forces or body moments such as electromagnetic forces and 

the gravitational moment about the center of mass arc 
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assumed to be negligible. The gravitational field is as

sumed to follow the inverse square law of attraction. 

_ _ Ga , 
3- " 

(E.4.1) 

in which denotes the base value of the gravitational 

acceleration at the surface of the earth and re the 

radius of the earth. In this study the gravitational field 

is assumed to be constant and parallel over the configura

tion of the geometric manifold, thus, the first integral of 

equation (E.1.1) may be expressed as 

X p g = Trjq ( E . i f . 2 )  

in which g denotes the gravitational acceleration at the 

center of gravity and m is the total mass at the instant 

of time under consideration. The quantity, mg, is called 

the weight of the vehicle and is assumed to act at the 

center of gravity. The components of the weight along the 

x-, y-, and z-axes arc functions of the Euler angle and are 

equal to 

f & 
I (p /LCX. & 

/Cjn- <9-

(E.iv.3) 

in which the Euler angles are ft , and <P 
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The assumption that the gravitational field is 

parallel and constant over the configuration of the geo

metric manifold simplify the expression for the body forces. 

In the problems in the study presented in Chapter 4 of this 

paper tha range is small compared to the altitude of the 

vehicle, thus one could justify the parallel potential 

field. This assumption is essentially that of a flat 

earth^^. In this study it has been assumed that the 

gravitational field is constant over the configuration of 

the mass center, therefore x*e imply that gravitational 

torques are negligible. 



APPENDIX F 

EQUATIONS OF ACTION FOR A ROCKET POV7ERED 

VEHICLE USING CCGRDINATES ATI&CUED TO 

THE CENTER OF GRAVITY 

In Chapter I.I the general equations for a variable . 

mass system vera reduced for a rockct powered vohicle. 

Equation (2.7.5) snd (2.7.7) represent the force equation 

and the moment equation v.'itVi respect to a reference point 

taken at the instantanenus center of mass, respectively. 

C oordimt<? systems and ^ortsfcormati-ens 

To facilitate the solution of any particular prob

lem one must select one or more coordinate systems. In 

this problem two orthogonal coordinate systems are used to 

describe the trajectory and orientation of the rocket (see 

Figure 3). '.Lhe first system (X-;., Y^ , Zp) is a right hand 

coordinate system placed at the launch point on the earth's 

surface with the Z axis pointing in the direction of the 
ill 

gravitational acceleration vector. It is assumed that the 

X , Y..,, Z_, co ordinate. system is inertia!; that: is to say, 
hi Hi hi 

the earth is not rotating. 

10̂  
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The second, set of right hand coordinate axes is 

denoted by x, y, and z and is located at the instantaneous 

centcr of mass of the rocket. The x-axis is selected such 

that it is positive in a forward direction and is parallel 

to a body fixed line. The position of the y- and z-axes 

are selected arbitrarily but once selected will remain 

oriented parallel to their original position relative to 

the rocket. The center of mass moves within the invariant 

casing of the vehicle, thus the x-, y~ and z-axes move 

relative to the vehicle. It is assumed that the center of 

mass moves only along the x-axis, in other words the x-axis 

is always colinear relative to a casing fixed axis. This 

movement will not affect the y- and z- coordinates since 

the movement is a translation in the x-direction only. 

A set of three "Euler angles" with a rotation se

quence are used to specify the orientation of the vehicle 

in space. Figure 3 shows the Euler angles used. The order 

of rotation is yaw, pitch and roll, or (p , S~ , and 

(p  respectively. This Eulerian angle system differs 

from the systems in common use in classical mechanics in 

that the final rotation is cai-ried out about the x-axis 

rather than about the z-axis. Our Euler angles are normal

ly used in aeronautical work and are known as the heading 

angle (JJ , the altitude angle S~ , and the bank angle 

•<p . 
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Indicated by arrows in Figure 3 are the angular 

velocity vectors associated with the Euler angles. Let us 

consider the relationship of the rates of change of Euler 

angles with the angular velocity of the body expanded in the 

body system of axes x, y, and z. By inspection of Figure 3, 

one can *~a 

where p, q, r re pre sen.: the components of the angular 

velocity of the vehicle along the body axes. In matrix 

form, equation (F.l.l) may be written as 

(F.l.l) 

(F.1.2) 

where 

(F. 1..3) 

and. 

(F.Ut) 

The transformation matrix £a~] is 

O 

O 

/ (F.1.5a) 
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and its inverse is 

M = Q <jr?_ (p ~;c<4n (p 

J ~&w. O' jCtzru (p 7̂ >r& 

(F.1.5b) 

One may write the Euler angle rates in ter ir.s of the 

components of the angular velocity of the vehicle and the 

Euler angles. In matrix form we write 

{&}  - [A]"V} (F.1.6) 

(There occurs a singularity in equation (F.1.6) whenever 

•Q —i rf/iI. )• The Euler angles may be obtained by simulta

neous integration of the scalar equations (F.1.6). That is, 

4 M A 
% 

Q 

<pA 
(F.1.7) 

where t is time and the subscript zero indicates the 

initial time. 

To carry out the transformation from an inertial 

cartesian coordinate system to the body axes coordinate 

system three successive rotations must be performed in the 

Euler angle sequence. The transformation from the inertial 
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coordinate system to the body axes coordinates may be 

represented by 

M =[e]{xe} (F.1.8) 

whei*e the matrix £3] is denoted by^^ 

If1 LptUX. B- ~ **** ̂  

[ 8 ]  
•&TX. (JJ Cft/i-IS' ~Q' <Mt. ft sCOX. {/) 
— /C-M'i (Jy (0 -J- /0-i<h CP/*•>•'* 'Q 

(p v-t-h & - Cĉ !rJ  ̂ (P<̂ r 

(// (p -f tp <CSK Cp A 

(F.1.9) 

The inverse transformation from body coordinates to inertial 

coordinates 

{g = M"'M (F.1.10) 

is then given immediately by the transpose matrix since 

[B] is an oi-thogonal transformation. That is 

T 

[6]"'h[B] 
(F.l.ll) 

The components of the position vector in.the inertial frame 

may be obtained by integration of the velocity components. 
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That is 

Ye 
2J 

y (F.1.12) 

where t is time and the initial conditions are indicated 

by subscripted zeros. 

"reduced" by identifying a group of terms called "jet 

damping". Host authors are vague as to what jet damping 

is, although they asauna jet damping to be composed of all 

terms which arise from mass movement within the invariant 

casing of the vehicle, except the "thrust" term. Examina

tion of the right hand side of equation yields 

Equations of motion in matrix form 

In the literature equation (2.7.7) is usuall.y 

o 

(F.2.1) 
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where is the jet damping terra. The jet damping may 

be written in matrix form as 

HI f 

f f f Jli '12. J< 13 

fv fn fn 

A, f-j, f-32 -'32 

<1 

-A# 

-A. u 

A* 

(F.2.2) 

where has been separated into tvo parts; one is a 
a/ 

functioti of time only and the other is a function of time 

and angular velocity. The nature of the jet damping term 

will be discussed in a later section of this Appendix. 

Equations (2.7,5) and (2.7.7) may now be written as 

7"-f h- k 

o 

r/i V 

- aw (4 x (Rn-R)\ 

and 

ma  + J (1 -s) x  (p~fa)7!'o£  jk. -t. / g )  ;<; 

/ y 

I 

=  ̂  § % ) +  &  

(F.2.1*) 

The last term of equation (F.2.3) is a form of jet damping 

and is usually assumed to be small. This term is a result 

of the substitution of the static thrust into equation 
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(2.7.5) and accounts for the rotation of vehicle during the 

burning stage. 

The following assumptions are implied in equations 

(F.2.3) and (F.2.4): 

a) The effect of the traction forces on each 
individual element of mass may be represented 
by a surface integral over the exterior of 
the geometric manifold. 

b) The only body force is the weight of the vehicle. 

c) The vehicle is nearly aercdynamically sym-^ 
metrical in roll (with only small asymmetries) 
and is a long slender body with relatively 
small lift surfaces. The aerodynamic force 
system of the vehicle may be represented by 
the simplified movement of model developed 
in section 4. 

d) There is optimum expansion of the gases in the 
nozzle of the rocket engine and thus the pres
sure on the exit plane may be assumed to be 
equal to the ambient pressure during super
sonic flight. 

e) The mass of the vehicle is distributed in such 
a fashion that the center of mass is always 
along the arris of geometric symmetry of the 
vehicle. (Major axis) 

Those assumptions are discussed in the Appendix E. 

One may add to the left hand side of equations (F.2.3) and 

and (F.2.4) an arbitrary force ~$T or an arbitrary mo~ 

merit jjl, respectively. This force or moment may be used to 

simulate the effects of control jets, or any other external 

force or moment which may warrant consideration. 
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One may introduce the relative position vector 

< p - 2 - 5 a )  

which, when expanded on body coordinates becomes 

r* 

in which g,- represents the orthonormal base vectors. If 
<n a 

we expand equations (F.2.3) and (F.2,4) in body coordinates 

through use of equations (F.2.2) and (F 2.5b), equation 

(F.2.3) becomes 



-Or 
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and equation (F.2.4) becomes 

w,f + 

O -/^ /?' 
ca« / 

£ O -/& <Ao| 

Op ("^7") + ^fplA.v; "-«?"• 

[c„ f%BH + CMl- (f £)] -c®- <7' 
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in which the surface integral on the left hand side of equa

tion (F.2.4) has bsen neglected. 

Equations (F.2.6) and (F.2.7) represent the equa

tions of motion for a variable mass system. These equations 

are six first order* non-linear* ordinary differential equa

tions in u, v, w, p , o , and r with time as the 

independent variable. To describe completely the history 

of the motion of the vehicle we must consider equations 

(F.1.7) and (F.1.12) in the computations. Equations 

(F.1.7) and (F.1.12) add six more first order differential 

equations to the six equations represented by equations 

(F.2.6) and (F.2.7). 

Jet damping 

(2C) 
The nature of jet damping was discussed by Barton ' ' 

in 1950 but recently several papers have appeared in the 

literature^^'^"^^ in which jet damping is discussed. It 

is the purpose of this section to repeat some of the items 

which have appeared in the literature and to discuss the 

jet damping term identified in preceding sections. 

Jet damping term msy be x/ritten an 
o 

-f ftl(b- g) xjk- x (ft* *< *) V 

J.T 

v (F.2,1) 
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o 

in which denotes the time rate of change of the mo

ments of inertia and the orthonormal base vectors. 

As written above the moments of inertia and base vectors 

are referred to the mass center. To simplify the mathe

matical model used in the discussion of jet damping the 

following assumptions are made: 

a) The vehicle is axially symmeti'icalC symmetrical 
with respect to x-axis) 

b) There exist no external moments, thrust mis
alignments, or aerodynamic moments 

c) Fuel tanks contain baffles to make the fuel 
rotate with the vehicle and the internal flow 
distribution of gnsea within the vehicle is 
axial-symrnetrie 

d) The exit velocity is invariant over the exit 
surface. 

The volume integral on the right hand side of equa

tion (F.2.1) is identically equal to zero as a result of 

the assumption of axial-symmetry of the flow of gases frora 

the tanks to the combustion chamber. To evaluate the 

surface integral we will consider the exit plane repre

sented in Fig. FF.l. 
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Figure FF.l. Exit plane geometry. 

Since the exit velocity is invariant across the exit plane, 

the surface integral, of equation (F.2.7) may be vrritten as 

= '^/ax(-ax£)>- (f'3'u 

% \ 
o 

v/here represents the tirruj rate of change in mass of 

the vehicle and the vector A is defined as 

- Y - R  /s/  ̂ (F.3.2) 

Upon integration of equation (£»].), yields 

'tiJjAx (•&><&)&= \ (F.3.3) 

where M is the radius of the nozzle and J) the 
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distance from the center of mass of the vehicle to the geo

metric center of the nosisle. Substitution of (F.3.3) into 

Equation (F.2.7) results in 

' Mr 7 

-m o-
t 

(F.3.*0 

If J [cO 

in which the assumptions mentioned above have been used to 

simplify the equations. Equation (F.3.^) represents the 

moment equation of motion in matrix form and yields three 

scalar equations. 

Let cJ^zrW.i'C v. where •fcv is the radius of 

gyration, then the scalar equation in the x-direction may 

be written as 

o o 
p ~ 7J1 \o 

—-i /» i  * - l t  f " *  *T *  71 
7T> I M 1 -** ^ ^ d t 

(F.3.5) 

If it is assumed that the fuel burns in such a manner that 

is negligible we may obtain the solution to equation 

(F.3.5) \-k 

% (t»/ \ 
£.-i 

n \ / 7*° 
(F.3.6) 

where and 0"''/c denote initial values. The assumption 

may be justified if one considers radial buriiing of a solid 

propellent rc-ckct. Equation (F.3.6) is plotted, in Figure 

FF.2 for various ratios. 
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Figure FF. 2. Effect of jet damping on spin rate 

/•, / 
If the ratio ) is equal- to 2, f-o;a Fig. FF.2 

it may be. s:;en thet thoro will be no chants in the initial 

spin of the vehicle. For most sir.-.le oiv-ino rockets the 

ratio (%?.,)" is tie or 2 or slightly lnrger, thus the 

ph-::-n-ten of spin up doss not occur. Fcr multiple engine 

(tu»av:la) recasts the n-tiv will, be lens than 2 

and the initial npin vill increase. 
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The scalar equations for the y- and 2-axis of equa

tion (K.3.4) may be solved in a similar manner as above. 

If the time derivatives of the radius of gyration are 

negligible and the burning rate is assumed constant the 

(93) 
solutions ' may be written as 

co _ /L22?e— ) *»-

«Wo) \tyo~ J . 5/ "nW" 

in which U>'^ denotes the cross spin and is defined as 

^3 - ̂  + ' V • (F.3.8) 

For most conventional rocket powered vehicles we 

may write 

4»11 

iyy -ft* 

J»7 * 

thus the oscillatory amplitude of diminishes with 

time and the frequency of oscillation increases. The 

above effect on the cross spin, 3"s the jet 

damping effcct. 

(91 29) 
Some authors " ' contend that based on physical 

reasoning the time i~ate of change of the moments of in

ertia should not be included in the equations of motion. 

Arrastreng ̂  ̂ in a private communication with the writer 
> 

presented the classical example of a. skater spinning 
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around, with an angular velocity ^ , v;ith weights on the 

end of outstretched arras. If these weights are released, 

there is no change in l&J even though the skater goes 

through a change in inertia. In this classical problem, 

the weights dropped maintain the same angular momentum 

after being dropped as they had before being released. 

This writer contends that if the weights were sand bags 

and a small hole was placed in the bags such that the sand 

could drain out, the above analog would not bo true. There 

would be a slight change in the angular momentum because 

every sand particle when separated from the bag would not 

have its original angular momentum. In examination of the 

mathematically derived equation (F.2.1) the only term 

which could account for the above mentioned change is the 

time rate of change of the moments of inertia. 

In deriving the expressions (F.3.6) and (F.3.7) the 

motion of the particles in the exit plane were assumed to 

be moving perpendicularly to the exit surfece, that is, a 

particle on the exit surface will have the same angular 

motion as the spatial column which it occupies at the in

stant of time under consideration. This would imply a 

particle which lost angular momentum in being transported 

from the fuel, tanks of the rocket to the combustion 

chamber would regain some angular momentum through viscous 
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action of the gases in the chamber. The amount of angular 

moirenturn it would regain would be dependent upon the type 

of injector used in the combustion chamber. The effect of 

thin loss of momentum will be small but could be indicated 

by multiplying equation (F.3.3) by some correction factor 

Hq. « The correction factor- would be difficult to 

evaluate analytically but could ba determined experimentally. 



APPENDIX G 

a lin7. ••>?. '• perturbation ts01inj.0 us for. 

th>: evaluation of THE trajectory 

The evaluation of tho effect;: of snail variations 

in the initial conditions and other partfmirtcr-s on th? tra-

jectory and orientatinn of a missile may bo ona 1 y;;c>d in a 

ntsrmftr similar to the procedures a:-ployed in the study of 

sc.noacraft guidance. The development of the problem 

described herein is b«j?ed cn a lino;r perturbstion tech-
/ O \ 

nictu:-: employed by Dustov . Dusto assu:^s that a nominal 

trajectory i:? avail;5.bio nr-.d that only th>-: first variation 

of tha state vni-i/jbles needs to be considered. The object 

is to calculate a tr:>nnf ormetion taatrix, vhich transforms 

the pex'turbed qur.ntiti.es of time, t-j . to another tiro, t2, 

a Ion* the nominal path. This t r a n s f or: aa t i -j>n pat fix is 

called the transition ratrix. 

The motion of the ii-ar-o center of a rocV.et vehicle 

may be described by the position vector of the rvuvsr- center, 

P. oriu its oo omotric derivative. V*. Tl'^rj^ vv.ct mov 7 v.* i »f 

*Thi"^oolotr io'"'dorivKirx^?e'''~rf ' xtvl£vi d u~aT'vt-'et-Sirs 'TucTT"isT" R, 
V, j(l . etc. are identic si. to the ;,.at?r ial oerivat ives 
since tho^o qu entities? nre funet i ons of tine only f:nd not 
of the gc?. or.itric coerdianteo. 

12?. 
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be expanded on the inertial frame, the position vector 

being expressed as 

£- - K-j + (G.l>u) 

and the velocity vector- becoming 

v  =  & &  -  y s i  +  •*  ( G . i . i b )  
c f 

where i, j, and k, are the orthouoruial base vectors of the 

inertial frame. 

The orientation of the rocket vehicle in space at 

any particular time is given by the three Euler angles. 

The angular rates of the Euler angles may be represented 

by veetori;. When added together, the rate vectors give 

the angular velocity of the vehicle, that is 

& ~ h + <P i*. + &&% (G.1.2) 
0 

V7here represents the angular velocity of the vehicle 

and denotes the unit base vectors associated with the 

time rate of change of the Euler angle-*5. 

The equations of motion, equations (2.7.5) and 

(2.7.7) ro.r.y be expressed in functional form as 



m 

and 

i'- L (K k}-£> 0 <G-l-3b> 

where V and ./l are expanded on the body sat of co

ordinates and represents a vector whose components are 

three variables related to contx*olo The resolution of 
o o 
v and --A body set of coordinates may be expressed as 

V ~ 'M + IT -t CG.l.Ua) 

and 

o o « 6 

^3- - 1P}» + "f* ^$3 (O.l.^b) 
/̂ r <"w 

Since there exists a transformation from body axes 

to inartial axes, equations (G.l.'f) may be transforraed to 

the inei-tial coordinate system. 

0 
If R» V, £ , and & are specified at any instant 

of titn?. and if the components of % are known functions 

of tiree, then equations (G.1.3) may be integrated to find 

position, velocity, orientation and orientation rate of the 

vehicle at all other times. Since the specification of R, 

V, & , and <&• lead to a deterrainatiort of the state of 

the vehicle at all times, their components are called the 

state variables. For the problem under consideration there 

are twelve state (dependent) variables and the independent 

variable is tiisa. A twelve dimensional state vector 
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(column matrix) nay be defined as 

% = - < 

Xe~* 
is 
2i-: 
(y 
&• v 0 > = 

o 
"7 , 

9y 'O 
•e-
i# 

' ̂ 
cL 
/•v 
O 
XJ 

(G.l.5) 

V. 
& 

With this definition equations (G.1.3) nay be coinbiru-id into 

% = 
& 
OC 

*S 
<& 

- y 

o 

*£ =-

O (G.l.6) 

\ OO 

oo 
OC 

V  

whare ths -quantities arc expressed in the cctnnon frame. 

i 0 — \ / 
Adopting the convention th.vi: X^r £ ani j/ in which both 

vectors are referred to the inortiol frnmrar equation (G.l.6) 

becomas 

r 

o % = 
V 

o 
DC 

(0.1.7) 
00  
<x 
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Nov;, if the definition 

"/I 

F = < 
c 
cA 

k 
OO 
O 

(G.1.8) 

is introduced, one may *?rite 

% = £ I, i) (0.1.9) 

and call equation (G.1.9) the matrix equation of motion. 

Equation (G.1.9) represents a set of twelve* first order 

nonlinear ordinary differential equation?;. 

Suppose that seme initial conditions %0 are 

given, that ^ is specified, and let the resulting tra

jectory and orientation be called the nominal path. The 

'equations of motion, equations (G.1.9) may be expanded in 

a Taylor series about the nominal path at some arbitrary 

but fixed instant of time. That is 

H = §£ = ||[s% -i-jfcTi +rA£(s%$*-- (o.i.io) 

where cS is represented by a 12 x 12 matrix. 
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If only the first variation is considered then 

equation (G.1.10) may be written as 

3% - l~L = \JL J?. (o.i.ii) 

Ik ~ jx -
The variation of the '/s may be expressed as 

- #*-(£%) (0.1.12) 
ell ^ 

Thus, introducing (G.1.12) into (G.l.ll) results in 

A-(J%) - <L~ 7X% (G.1.13) 

m " t} n " ~  ̂ ~ 

Then, since these equations are linear in , one may 

find & particular solution and add it to a solution of the 

homogeneous part, which is 

M (^) ~ ~ ° (o.i.w) 
V 

to find the solution. Equation (G. 1.37-0 represent** a set 

of twelve linear differential equations with dependant 

variables and independent variable t. Usually the 

differential equations (G. 1.1*0 will have tirae variable 

coefficients. 

The solution to the homogeneous equation, equation 

(G.l.ll), rray be found by direct integration of the equa

tion over the interval of time from sonv-s initial instant to 

some arbitrary tirae, t. This requires the integration to 

be performed twelve tinea with different initial conditions 
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for each integration. Letting 1 and the re

maining S/Z'l ~ O the integrating leads to .an 

evaluation of (•I) which may be denoted by the column 

matrix . Repetition of this operation, in 

which we let I- !} 3, /•$- the integrations lead to a 

determination of the transition matrix JW») 

Now the solution to the homogeneous equation (G.l.l'O may 

be written in matrix form as 

5% 60 ~ $ %(*>) (G.1.15) 

where d* represents the transition matrix. 

To complete the solution of the set of differential 

equations, equations (G.1.13), the particular solution 

must be added to the solution of the homogeneous set of 

equations. The complete solution is not of concern since 

the objective is to find the, variations from the nominal 

point v-hen the initial conditions are perturbed and it will 

not be discussed here. The transition matrix 

gives the desired results. It must be noted that the equa-

tioivs of motion must be expressed in the inert la 1 frame in 

the development above. 

The procedure discussed in this nprevidix was used 

to analyse the effects of variation in the state variables 

Oil the trajectory of the Aerobee-150 sounding rocket in 

Chapter IXI. 


